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VP: Finance 'pleased' with WLUSU, despite deficit
By Sarah Hayward
WLUSU'sVice President: Finance
says she is optimistic about the
union's financial situation despite a
projected deficit of $13,742.27.
Lynn Kurtz told theboard Sunday
that although she was "basically
pleased with the way things are
going," she was concerned about
the projected deficit because it could
cut into WLUSU's cash reserves.
She later told the Cord WLUSU
has about$54,000 in the Royal Bank.
"My major concern is that this
deficit of$13,000 will come outof the
capital," she said.
The projected deficit is caused by
the board's decision to spend an
additional$10,632.27 on unbudgeted
capital expenses.
The board initially votedat a July
26 meeting to spend only $16,639 on
capital expenses.
The board later decided to spend
$8,827.54 on Turret speakers, $1600
to replace picture tubes in the
Willison Lounge television, and
Cordphotos by Sarah Hayward.
$194.73 to replace an answering
machine stolen from the Legal
Resource Office.
President Brian Thompson blasted
the board at the September 21
meeting when the speaker purchase
was decided on. "I've never sat on a
board before wheremoney has been
spent this fast," he told board
members.
Kurtz, however, said this year's
board has been fiscally responsible
Lynn Kurtz Brian Thompson
Task force hears from students
By Eric Beyer
Two representatives of Waterloo university students
gave a students' perspective of Ontario drinking laws to
a task force on liquor regulations last Thursday.
Jeff Burchill, VP: University Affairs of Wilfrid Laurier
University Students Union and Scott Forrest, President
of UW Federation of Students gave a joint presentation
to the Ontario Advisory Committee on Liquor Regu-
lation when it came to Kitchener. The committee has
been touring Ontario to receive oral and written
recommendations about the province's liquor regu-
lations from the public.
Burchill presented a strong case
against raising the drinking age from
19to21 years. He told the committee
the drinking age should notbe raised
because at 19 people enjoy the full
rights and responsibilities of adult-
hood, including living away from
home.
He said university students are
capable of responsible drinking and
pointed out Laurier was the founder
of BACCHUS (Boost the Alcohol
Consciousness Concerning the
Health of University Students), a
responsible drinking program which
has since been adopted by several
other Canadian universities.
In a later interview, Burchill said
alcohol abuse is not exclusively a
problem of young people. "Drinking
is a problem over all age groups and
raising the age does not address the
problem of alcohol abuse and the
lack of knowledge regarding al-
cohol."
In his presentation, Forrest emp-
hasized the importance of educating
young people on responsible drink-
ing. He said UW has recently opened
a BACCHUS chapter, and has
instituted programs at pubs to
discourage drinking anddriving; free
coffee and overnight parking passes
are given to patrons who are imp-
aired.
In his speech, Forrest said the
onus was on the government to take
a portion of alcohol revenue and
apply it to responsible drinking
programs. Alcohol awareness edu-
cation "is the long-term solution to
alcohol-related problems," he said
later.
The joint presentation was "the
best of what you could expect from
a university delegation," said MPF
Steven Offer, the chairman of the
committee.
Ulrich Ferdinand, a committee
member and Vice-Chairman of the
Liquor Control Board of Ontario
said he was surprised thatstudents'
presentations to the committee have
notbeenmore "anti-establishment."
"We thought they would want
(the drinking age) lowered to 18," he
said.
Offer said he thinks alcohol abuse
on university campuses will improve
in the future. "There is a movement
afoot that alcohol will not be a
problem." Offer added that the
product of "a lot of thinking" on this
subject has been the institution of
good programs such as designating
drivers who will not drink and
providing free overnight parking.
The local university delegation
was the first of ten presentations
from six public interest groups, and
four individual citizens.
The committee is scheduled to
reportback to the provincial govern-
ment in 1987.
Does the Cord raise your blood pressure? Students by the hundreds gave their platelets and
plasma last Thursday. It was later discovered that record numbers fell asleep on the uncomfortable
Red Cross cots because copies of the Cord were available at the Paul MartinCentre throughout the
day. Cord photo by Scott McDiarmid.
Faculty to learn if any of $30M
pension invested in South Africa
The Wilfrid Laurier University
Faculty Association will soon learn
whether any of its pension fund is
invested in companies with South
African holdings.
The Association voted last spring
to have its pension committee launch
an inquiry, said Association Pres-
ident Dr. Paul Albright.
Albright said he would be sur-
prised if some companies did not
have South African holdings, but
added that the holdings may be
quite minimal.
The report will be tabled at a
November 6 Faculty Association
meeting, which is closed to all but
faculty members unless the mem-
bership votes toallow non-faculty to
attend.
Wilfrid Laurier University declined
last year to reveal where much of
the $30 Million pension fund is
invested, and the university admin-
istration said they have no policy on
South African investment.
In the past year, three Canadian
universities (McGill, York, and
Dalhousie) have fully divested of
South African holdings, while others,
including Queen's, have partially
divested.
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NEWS
Judge: Faculty can be forced to retire
OTTAWA (CUP) — Eight professors and
one librarian who sued four Ontario univer-
sities over their forced retirement have lost
the first round in a legal battle to win faculty
protection against age discrimination.
Justice W. Gibson Gray of the Ontario
Supreme Court has ruled that Ontario
universities are not bound by the Canadian
Charter of Rights and Freedoms, and there-
fore may ret ire faculty at age 65.
The professors and librarian — four from
York two each from Laurentian and Toronto,
and one from Guelph — were using Section
15 of the Charter, which prohibits discrim-
ination on the basis of age.
In a 75-page ruling, Gray said universities
have traditionally been granted autonomy
from other regulations. Gray also said re-
tirement at 65 is favourable to "ensuring the
integrity of pension plans and improving the
prospects of unemployed youth."
On faculty renewal, Gray said "thirty-five
year old lecturers and professors are being
denied opportunity" by loosened retirement
rules.
According to the Canadian Association of
University Teachers, which is jointly bearing
court costs with the Ontario Confederationof
University Faculty Associations, more flexible
retirement policies would actually help and
not hinder faculty renewal.
John Thompson, a member of CAUT's
academic freedom committee, says only "a
handful" of professors want to work past 65,
and some would prefer to retire early if they
could collect full pension benefits.
Thompson said poor financing of the
country's schools is more to blame for
Canada's faculty crunch thanaging, tenacious
faculty. "If the universities had the same
student-to-faculty ratios today as they did 10
years ago, there'd be 2,000 more jobs in
Canada," he said.
Gray's decision is a victory for university
administrators, eager to keep faculty and
other costs to a minimum. A different ruling
"could have substantially changed the things
we're doing," said University of Toronto vice-
provost David Cook.
"If the university were under the Charter, it
would affect everything from admissions to
you-name-it," Cook said.
William Beckel, president of Ottawa's
Carleton University, which has a collective
agreement provision allowing faculty to work
past 65, said he is "torn over the issue". While
agreeing underfunding is the root of the
problem, Beckel defends mandatory retire-
ment in universities.
"If you have no mechanism for finding the
large amount of money left thorough retire-
ment, it would be very difficult for admin-
istrators to hire new staff," said Beckel.
Carleton faculty association president
David Gray said a joint university committee
has been struck to examine more flexible
retirement policies. "Why throwaway valuable
people to help cope with underfunding? I
think that's very shortsighted," said Gray.
CAUT official Vic Sim said he would be
"very, very surprised" if an appeal was not
made at the Ontario Court of Appeal. CAUT
will officially decide its next legal move in a
November meeting.
Mandatory retirement is illegal in Quebec
and Manitoba, while the governments of
Saskatchewan and Alberta are considering
abolition. The federal government may strike
mandatory retirement in the civil service.
Students stage strike to
protest tuition fee hikes
MONTREAL (CUP) — An unlimited student
strike has begun among the more than 60,000
students from 20 CEGEPSand universities in
Quebec.
"(Education Minister Claude) Ryan wants
to diffuse the strike by making vague promises
about not raising tuition fees, but we know
better and are determined to wage a suc-
cessful strike," said Jean-Pierre Paquet,
secretary general of l'Association Nationale
des Etudiant-e-s du Quebec.
"We are demanding a commitment from
the Liberals to maintain the tuition fee freeze
until the end of their mandate. We also want
them to clarify their position on keeping
CEGEP education free, and reforming the
loans and bursaries system," he said.
Although at least 20 student councils have
obtained mandates to strike, a coalition of
eight universities is instead organizing a day of
action and a march.
But despite differing paths of action, both
sides are united around the issues.
"The meeting (of eight universities) demon-
strated that even student associations which
don't want to strike are firmly behind the
demands of the rest of the student move-
ment," said Concordia representative Pete
Wheeland.
But Paquet, one of the strike organizers, is
critical of the coalition.
"For them, the battle is over and there is
nothing left to fight for, but we know there is a
possibility that the government will renege on
their promises," he said.
"A general strike is not viewed as being an
effective pressure tactic," said Wheeland.
"The result of a strike call at this point would
probably involve students fighting against
each other to get across picket lines."
Theuniversity coalition includes Universite
de Laval, the Universite de Montreal, the
Universite de Quebec and Trois-Rivieres and
McDonald College.
Other groupsat the meeting that supported
the coalition's platform of demands include
Concordia, Ecole Poltechnique, Bishop's and
the Universite du Quebec a Rimouski.
The weekof November 17 has been chosen
for an educational awareness blitz. Students
have chosen December 2 as a province-wide
day of action, marking the first anniversary of
the Liberals' return to power.
Unemployment a way of life
for Newfoundland students
ST. JOHN'S (CUP) — The unemployment
rate in Newfoundlandhas been so high for so
long, many young people expect a life of
joblessness, says the student union president
of Memorial Univeristy.
Statistics Canada reported the unem-
ployment rate for Newfoundland returning
students this summer was the highest in the
country, at 29.3 per cent. The rate does not
account for the 'discouraged worker effect',
or youth whohave given up looking for work.
"Things don't change very much out here,
said JohnReid. "Unemployment is so familiar
that people see it as a way of life."
Reid is critical of government employment
programs, including Challenge 86, the federal
summer job creation and subsidy plan.
"Government aid programs are just not
meeting the challenge of unemployment in
the Atlantic, particularly in this province,"
said Reid.
Playing doctor with democracy
By Jeff Giovinazzo
Dr. Joseph Leila told a handfulof university
students and professors about a revolutionary
scheme of patient democracy in which he was
involved in the late 60s.
Leila, Associate Professor of Medical
Sociology and chairman of Humanities and
Social Studies inMed-
icine at Montreal's
McGill University,
visited Laurier on
October 16 to pro-
mote the newly re-
leased book The
Perils of Patient
Government. He told
the group gathered
that the story "sat in my gut for a long time"
before it took form as a book.
The story began in the late 1960s when
Leila was working as a researcher in a chronic
care veterans' hospital. While there, he and
co-authors Doctors J. Z. Csank, J. McKay,
and J. R. Baynes, worked on a project to
increase patients' rights and enable the
patients to make decisions about their day-to-
day lives. They found that "to help the
patients develop themselves as well as do for
themselves can't be reduced to a recipe;" it
depends on the individual, said Leila.
The doctors formed a patient recreational
committee. The committee decided to start
by getting patients into recreationalprograms
such as trips outside the hospital.
These trips began and the committee moved
on toother issues more related to the patients'
interaction with the hospital itself. These
issues included permitting patients to take
baths when they wanted not when they were
told, allowing beer in patient meetings and
inviting patients to sit in on hospital admin-
istrative meetings.
The main obstacles impeding the com-
mittee's progress were the administrations'
and the nurses' reluctance and the patients'
own apathy. Once the patients were motivated
by seeing they could get some of the changes
such as the beer at the meetings they were
ready to take on the administration. However
the committee ran into much resistance and
after only getting a few concessions, they
decided not to push any further.
The recreational committee continued to
operate in the hospital for many years after
the initial project ended in 1972, said Leila.
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Crombie talks multiculturalism
By Kevin Montgomery
Opening up the Citizenship Act
to better reflect Canada's multi-
cultural mosaic is a major goal of the
government, said the former 'tiny
perfect mayor' of Toronto.
David Crombie, now Secretary of
State and Minister of Multicul-
turalism addressed a receptive
crowd of30 delegates to the Ontario
Association of Sociology and Anthro-
pology conference last Friday. He
outlined the importance of updating
the 30-year old Citizenship Act to
protect Canada's multicultural
identity.
"The revised and amended Cit-
izenship Act will carry within it the
central concepts and the central
principles of multiculturalism and
provide a legislative base for equality,
diversity andcommunity," Crombie
said.
In his role as Minister responsible
for Multiculturalism, "I am the
vertical mosaic," Crombie said, in
reference to the conference's retro-
spective look at John Porter's well-
known book on Canada's multi-
cultural identity TheVertical Mosaic.
"Whatever 'mosaicking' and
'deverticalling' that needs tobe done,
I have to do," Crombie quipped.
The Minister said the Citizenship
Act is more important to multicul-
turalism than the Charter of Rights.
Thecharter encompasses individual
rights and freedoms, but it is the
Citizenship Act which will provide
cultural and linguistic retention for
the various groups thatmake up the
Canadian mosaic, he said.
The government's role in main-
taining the Canadian mosaic now
and into the twenty-first century is
crucial, said Crombie. "By fact, by
policy, by program and by law the
questions of equality and diversity
and community are in this country
clearly and forever related to the
question of multiculturalism," he
said.
In comparison to the Americans,
"we're pioneering," said Crombie.
The Minister, however, said Can-
adians aren't very informed about
their own cultural heritage.
Cord photo by Scott McDiarmid
'Vertical Mosaic' focus of conference
By Audrey Ramsay
Wilfrid LaurierUniversity was host
to the ninth annual Ontario Assoc-
iation of Sociology and Anthro-
pology (OASA) conference Friday,
October 24.
The conference theme, "The
Canadian Mosaic: Inequality in
Canada", focused on John Porter's
work The Vertical Mosaic and its
impact on the stucly of class struc-
ture, social stratification, and elitism
in Canada.
The book was a major break-
through in Canadian sociology for
examining the hierarchical society
using data analysis to illustrate the
nature of socio-economic status.
Marion Porter (author of Does
Money Matter) gave seminars foc-
ussing on the major influences in her
late husband's life.
In a later interview, Porter said
that all the distinctions existing 20
years ago when The Vertical Mosaic
was written are no longer applicable.
"Canada had a different policy
from the United States; rather than
a melting pot, it was a hierachy of
culture. English and French were
the charter groups, and in some
respects French Canadians shared
power with the English," she said.
Bernard Blishen, sociologist and
co-author of Does Money Matter,
highlighted the impact Porter's work
has had on society by addressing
the development ofmeritocracy and
the problem of ethnic stratification,
which is maintained in Canada by
immigration.
Juanne Clark, OASA president-
elect for 1986/'B7, lectured that
"inequality is based on a lack of
education; the best mediator of
social class, regardless of back-
ground, is education."
The finale to the day's events was
a banquet at the Paul Martin Centre
addressed by the Honourable David
Crombie, Canadian Secretary of
State and Minister of Multicul-
turalism. (See accompanyingstory.)
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and that she supported the decision
to purchase new speakers.
"I felt it was our responsibility to
do something to improve the
Turret," she said, adding that the
speakers would have blown soon
anyway.
Kurtz said capital expenditures
compare favourably to other years.
Last year's boardbudgeted to spend
$21,765 and actually spent between
$30 - $35,000, while the 1984-85
board spent over $50,000 on capital
expenses, she said.
Kurtz said she expects that
WLUSU departments (Marketing,
Student Publications, etc) will come
in under budget and offset the
unbudgeted expenditures.
In recent years, WLUSU has
ended up in the redonce, in 1984-85
under President Kevin Byers. The
auditor's report shows WLUSUhad
a deficit that year of $2,980; the
previous year had realized a surplus
of $58,783. Matt Certosimo's 1985-
86 board ended
up with a $21,000
surplus.
Kurtz said she intends to keep a
tight rein on WLUSU's finances this
year. "(Former VP: Finance) Heather
(Knight) tried to really control things
and I'm doing the same thing," she
said.
Low-key OFS lobbying
reaches politicians' ears
TORONTO (CUP) — Smoother
lines and a subdued urgency are
among the new fall lobby fashions
favoured by Ontario's students
leaders.
Theonce-confrontational Ontario
Federation of Students has literally
cleaned up its act to get its message
across to membersof the provincial
legislature. At a recent one-day
series of meetings, OFS members
took well-planned appeals for assist-
ance to more than 70 ministers and
MFPs.
Students arrived in academic
gowns for the October 16 lobby day,
the same day as five Toronto uni-
versities and colleges shut down to
protest underfunding in the pro-
vince's post-secondary system. Both
events received national media cov-
erage.
OFS's lobby tactics appear to
have been successful, at least on the
surface, judging from the response
of all three political parties.
"It was the best lobby they ever
mounted," said NewDemocrat uni-
versities critic Richard Allen. "They
were aggressive without being off-
ensive. They put people on the spot,
and were not prepared to accept
easy answers."
Provincial Progressive Conserv-
ative leader Larry Grossman said
OFS — relentlessly opposed to the
former Torygovernment's education
policies — isn't being hard enough
on the reigning Liberals.
"In the past they have gone so far
as to throw a pie at the minister of
Education. Obviously, I don't ad-
vocate that, and I'm pleased to see
they aren't doing that kind of thing
anymore," said Grossman.
"However, I think they could be
fighting (the Liberals) harder. I think
there is a perception that a con-
servative government is more likely
to cut university funding," he said.
Colleges andUniversities minister
Greg Sorbara said OFS is no
stranger to his office. "I can't get
(OFS chair) Matt Certosimo off my
back," said Sorbara. "I love him."
Conservative David McFadden
advised students to sharpen their
lobbying skills if they expect to win
political favour.
"If there is a weakness in OFS's
lobby, it would be a lack of awareness
of the kind of pressure the gover-
nment is under by other lobby
groups, such as social services and
health care," said McFadden.
"The public has the perception
that people in university are living a
privileged life. Many don't realize
thatas we move into an information
based society, we increase our
dependence on universities," he said.
Toronto women are
angry about rapist
By Michelle Lalonde
Canadian University Press
TORONTO (CUP) - Women in
downtownToronto neighbourhoods
are organizing to fight sexual
violence against women.
Following five rapes in the Annex
nighbourhood near the University
of Toronto, committed system-
atically by the same man during a
two-month period, women are
blaming local media and police for
not informing themabout the rapist.
"We don't want stories that focus
on the victim, what she did, what
she wore, what she looked like, and
we don't want rape reports buried in
the back of the paper," said Nora
Currie of Women Against Violence
Against Women.
"We want information on or near
the front page."
A public meeting in early October
attracted more than 150 women,
manyof whom expressed angerand
betrayal about the silence con-
cerning the serial rapes.
A letter written by the fifth victim
of the Annex rapes, and addressed
to feminist Globe and Mail colum-
nist June Callwood, was read aloud
during the meeting.
"Four weeks ago, as I slept in my
bed, my doors locked, a hooded
man forced his way into my apart-
ment, my bed, and myself," the
woman wrote.
"The man who raped me has
raped four other women in a six-
block radius in the last two months.
He follows his prey like a hunter. He
attacks single women, living alone in
second or third floor apartments.
He always enters through the bal-
cony," she wrote.
"Why wasn't I made aware (be-
fore) that my life was in danger?"
The woman also said she was told
by police not to speak with the
rapist's other victims, or to try to
warn women because it would hinder
police investigation.
Police were invited to the meeting,
but no representatives attended.
Murray Cowling, an inspector of
the 52nd Division of the Metro
Toronto Police, said police did not
attend the meeting because they
had only received the invitation that
day.
"I consider that too short notice
for a topical issue like rape. I wouldn't
want to send someone down there
who didn't know what hey were
talking about," said Cowling.
Organizers, however, said the no-
show is indicative of police priorities.
Ann Keown, who organized a
similar meeting during the summer,
warns women of police attitudes.
"The police did not show up at
our meeting. We asked them what a
woman would do if she is sexually
assaulted. Should she struggle?" said
Keown.
"The answer was,'Do you want to
lose your life just toprevent someone
from getting a couple of minutes of
pleasure?"'
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Sexism through a blind eye
When the Cord ran a story October 2 under the
headline "Allegations of sexism at Wilf's denied,"
some readers — and newspaper staff, for that matter
— missed the point entirely.
The story suggested that men were not being hired
to wait on tables in Wilf's and women were not being
considered for bartending jobs, based purely on their
sex. Wilf's management said that less than one
percent of applicants for table waiting were male, and
pointed to WLUSU bylaws and hiring procedures
clearly outlining non-sexist hiring guidelines.
Fair enough; on the surface, anyway. Few people at
an institute of higher education would deliberately
condone sexism — at least, not openly. But people at
Laurier still perceive Wilf's to be sexist. It is not
enough to simply put the non-sexist rule on the
books; it has to be enforced. In this case, the
regulation is not being attended to, hence the
perception of sexism.
What is Wilf's doing specifically to enforce its non-
sexist rules? How is it combatting the problem of
public perception?
They are insisting that women wear skirts. Sure, it
may look classier, as the management hopes, for the
patrons of Wilf's. But is it fair to the woman who has
to walk through in the snow in heels on her way to
work? If she were a man working at Wilf's, she would
simply have to bring along a tie.
A man has never been hired as a waiter at Wilf's.
Why not? The money is certainly better, with tips,
than behind the bar. Wilf's should be encouraging
males to apply, and stress their non-sexist policy
when they open applications. The eighth-page
advertisement in the September sth Cord read
"Applications are now being accepted for the
following positions; Bartenders, Waitresses (Wilf's),
Turret Staff..."
And the board's response? Arts Director Bryan
Leblanc, who brought up the problem at a board
meeting, finally concluded that "Maybe if people start
to think about it this year, they'll do something next
year. This year's staff has already been hired."
Leßlanc and the board, by shrugging off the
problem and leaving it for people to "think about,"
are saying, in effect, "sure, the problem exists, but so
what? It's out of our hands."
By doing nothing, the board is not only giving tacit
approval to a contravention of Canada's Charter of
Rights, but allowing a sexist mentality to continue
unchecked.
In all fairness, the Cord was as guilty of sexism as
Wilf's because we did run the advertisement. Our
policy states "The Cord reserves the right to
withhold any submission or advertisement which its
staff considers...sexist..."
The ad was allowed to run simply because it never
occurred to anybody that the ad was sexist. Part of
the reason for the oversight is we are so used to
being served by female waitresses at Wilf's
that the ad
made sense.
Whether the perpetrator is Wilf's, the WLUSU
board, or the newspaper that accepts their sexist
advertising, combating the problem of on-going and
covert sexism requires constant vigilance and re-
examination of principles and practices. If change is
left up to others, it will not happen.
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COMMENT
Time for Pubs to grow up
News Comment
By
Bruce Arculus
Student Publications is an incestuous and cliquish
body that needscomprehensive re-structuring inorder
to both allow students at large more direct control of
their media, and toentrench editorial autonomyfor the
student newspaper.
By way of necessary background, Student Pub-
lications is the corporation that publishes the Cord,
theKeystone, the WLUer, the wall calendar, the phone
directory, and runs typesetting, photo, and poster-
printing services. It is run by four directors and a
President whoare elected each year by membersof the
corporation.
In other words, anyone who meets Cord staff
requirements, Keystone staff requirements, Looton
personnel, photo people, and so on (usually about40 or
50 people in total) are eligible to vote each year.
Of the directors, two are position holders within the
corporation, and theremust be at least one person who
has never held a position. Usually, the fourth is
someone who is a past position holder
The board then sets up committees to hire all the
position holders within the corporation.
Nice and cozy, isn't it? What you basically have is a
small groupof people electing and hiring each other to
positions ofhuge responsibility and influence, especially
in a single media environment. Granted, anyone can
become a member of the corporation by making
contributions, but at what point does the corporation
become responsible to the people who pay for the
services?
Right now, it doesn't. Nobody within the corporation
has a mandate from the students to spend student
money and control the student media. (Financially,
Pubs is sort of responsible to WLUSU, but controls its
own activities within that line item.)
Luckily, generally everyone in the corporation takes
their responsibilities pretty seriously, and the best
interests of the students are kept in mind.
When Pubs was first incorporated in 1978, it was
designed for the sole purpose of protecting the
editorial autonomy of the newspaper. The directors,
who met perhaps once or twice a year, were all hacks
from the Cord.
Since then, Pubs has exploded in size and scope, but
it has also grown further away from the paper whose
interests it was originally designed to represent. The
Cord is simply another department within the cor-
poration.
In a perfect world, the corporation would be more
directly responsible to students at large. So how can
this be accomplished?
What is needed is a re-structuring of the present
board to allow for general elections by students-at-
large. That seems simple enough.
But at the same time, you've got tobuild in some kind
of editorial protection for the students who write in the
paper. At least three or four times a year, some
knee-
jerk reactionary student council, figuring the best way
to correct a mistake they've made is to make sure
nobody hears about it, attempts to shut down the
student paper. In fact, it's happening right now at
the
Argus, the paper at Lakehead University, and at the
Athenaeum at Acadia University.
Obviously, the object of the press at any level
is to
print all the news, whether it be good or bad.
That's
why there is a press. In a democracy, it is an
essential
part of the check and balance process. And
in our little
world at Laurier, it's the only check.
Probably the best way to allow the paper the
autonomy it needs to fulfill its role, yet guarantee
that
the editors aren't abusing their own powers, is to have
the newspaper staff elect their
editors for the next year.
And to keep a check on the press, the
elected
Publications board will make sure, on behalf of
the
students, that the paper isn't libelling people left and
right, or spending too much money.
In a nutshell, that's what we're working towards now.
We'll try to update you with more of this introspective
navel gazing as things progress, but if anyone
wants to
hear more, drop upand see us sometime. It is,
after all,
your paper, not ours. We're just putting
it together for
you.
L©tterS from readers are, believe it or not, welcomed at the Cord. They let us know that you
re
reading the paper, and that something in it has provoked you in some way. A few guidelines:
all
letters should be typed or very legible, should contain your student and telephone
number, and
must be signed. Letters are edited only for length; typos, poor grammarand spelling
are your
responsibility to correct. If your letter is libellous, sexist, racist or homophobic, don't expect to
see
it in the paper. Otherwise, if it's topical, it's in.
Oh, and get them here by Monday noon.
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Feet, don't fail me now!
There were three kids, about seven or eight years
old, blocking the sidewalk as they sat on their bikes and
talked.
Their conversation was full of what we used to call
—when we were their age — bad words.
"Eff this, eff that, and eff the whole effing world, for
eff's sake."
Nobody I knew used the eff word when I was seven
or eight. In fact, I remember coming home from school
one day with a new song I'd learned from my chums,
who assured me there was nothing wrong with this
ditty, and that I should sing it to my mother.
"I'm Popeye the sailor man,
I live in a frying pan,
I turn off the gas,
And burn off my ass,
I'm Popeye the sailor man, "
My Mother, as we used to say, had a bird. She kicked
my frying pan about a block and a half down thestreet.
Anyhow, about ten feet away from these foul-
mouthed little monsters, before they noticed me, I
made a serious tactical error.
I....walked around them.
By walking around them, you see, I was admitting
their superiority. They were the Lords of TheSidewalk.
I was scum.
Twenty paces later, they struck.
"Hey you, big effing goof! He said to goeff yourself!"
"No I didn't!"
"Yes he did Mister! He said to go eff yourself!"
At this point, I had several options:
a) ignore them,
b) turnaround, walk back slowly, and calmly tie their
tongues to their bicycle spokes,
c) using my much more experienced and clever wit,
toss out such cutting insults that their ears would melt.
I naturally discardeda). My honour had been sullied.
I naturally discarded b). I'm not a violent man, and
besides, tongues are icky things to touch.
So, mustering the best that years of verbal parries
The Wacky World
Of
Professor Fun
Artists! If you ve got some artistic ability, we can use your talents. Black and white drawings are
preferable. Areas of special interest include comment cartoons and graphics for the Doetrv
page.
K y
have endowedme with, this highly intelligent, university
educated, well-read, and street-wise lean, mean, fighting
machine lashed back with all his might.
"OH, YEAH????!!!! C'MERE 'N SAY THAT!!!!!"
So they did.
"Effin goof! Hey mister, yer a effin goof!"
Option 'b' was looking better. But I stuck to my guns,
gritted my teeth, and carried on.
"You little...l'll...just...how dare...twerps...mouthy
...1itt1e...," I shouted.
Laughter rang in my ears. One of themgrabbed hold
of my coat and started riding away, pulling along a
flustered Professor Fun.
"Hey...wait..stop...what are you doing?!" I heard
myself sputter.
It was quite obvious what they were doing. They
were making a foolof me! Didn't they know who I was?
Didn't they know I could squish them if I wanted to?
Had they no respect?
"Effin goof!"
Nope. Not a smidgen.
My mind snapped. Thepressure, she was toomuch.
Flashback: I almost got killed in New York City
because I unwisely retorted to a gang of thugs who
offered to "Eff me over" that I was too tired out, thank
you very much, from a visit to their mothers who, I
suggested, hung out in murky Times Square doorways.
I got out of that one by using a unique sprinting style
such that my feet never touched the pavement for at
least two blocks.
Those kids never saw anyone run so fast in their
lives.
WLULA
By Ron Shuttleworth
QUESTION
OF THE WEEK
By Stephan Deschenes and Dave Wilmering
If you could be Dr. Weir for a day, what would you do?
Take the day off.
Nancy Halliday,
Lynn Cameron,
Honours Wilfs
Give the nobel prize to Dr.
Jose Heurtas-Jourda.
Vic Pajek,
3rd Year Physics
Paul MacDonald,
3rd Year English
I'd resign.
Name Withheld
by request
I would put the school of
business in McDonald house
and the school of music in
the Peter's building.
Matt Johnston,
3rd Year Psychology
I would redesign all the T.A.
houses on Bricker so they
would be more comfortable.
Elizabeth Mills,
4th Year Poli-Sci
COMMENT
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classifiedsclassifiedsclassif
For Sale Miscellaneous Personals
NEED TIRES at reasonable SPACE AVAILABLE for aero- WHETHER IT BE A MOUSE or
prices? Call Wayne. New, used, bic fitness classes. M&W 5:30- a moose, here's hoping soft
all season and large selection
6:30
pm. and furry meets hard and hairy
of factory seconds in snow
T&Th 4:45-5:45 p.m.
in the coming year. Happy
tires. 893-8103 after 6 p.m.
T&Th 5:45-6:45-ADVANCED B^a ,d|' XXX
_____
$20-attend all classes(#permit-
from AK, MD and LB.
SNOW TIRES - 2 Atlas Weather- ting)
guard Tubeless, 4 Ply tires, for Sign-up
before class TO KRISTI: I hope all your
G.M. full size car, size #7.35- Started Monday 27th teeth fall out. All except one.
14, asking $60 Call Brenda at (Karen 888-6995)
And the one that's left should
746-8741 or 884-2990 LIMITED SPACE
9lve y° u a toothache for life.
The Brats Next Door
utuwltaiianii*
BLACK SWEATER lost FridayMiscell neous
nj ht at the Turret Reward fo
y
r
hello mr. p.c.b.i i think you
return. Call Andrew at 7460743.
a
[
e awful butA was
,
wort ,h
t
— skipping my studying for. It
- ■■ . was fair-one cigarette for one
WANT TO GET RID OF some tub of freshie. L.
stress and unwanted weight . Persona IS
and make some new friends?
ATTENTION FOOTBALL
Co-ed Advanced level aerobics ■•■ V|V;-v„ —-* Heroes: ...and once you have
class. Tuesday and Thursday TO THE TENDFR Chickens nf been named all-star, don't you
5:45 p.m. to 6:45 p.m. Starts c-2 Thanks for being the best
wish you could be drafted into
Tuesday, October 28th. Sign Remember: I'm happy to be
the NFL and win a Superbowl
up then in the large classroom stuck with you! Marebear. Ring?!?
upstairs in the A.C. Cost: just
$20 for six weeks. Limited
Jlf* - jgg- m
ROD C.-The Anthropology
Enrollment! Club would like to welcome
RESUMES!OVERHEADS!Every- £■ Academic Ad visor - native
thing you need to present branch.
manner in the classroom or jpH* j|j| DEARESTSANDLE: Thereare
during the interview! Come up * new territories to be conquered
to the 2nd floorSUB or phone /*""" (the badminton team perhaps?) '
us at 884-2991 and ask what / ' Luv Ya Chickie! Happy Hal- i
UT&T can do for you! lowe'enie
Happy 22nd Catherine B.
WATERBUFFALOES: Bedrock
POLITICAL SCIENCE Asso- Bowl, November 4th. Sign up
ciation presents model parlia- JOHN: Next time you come in Concourse soon. Last weeks
ment, Jan. 16-17, 1987. Space into my room with your fly
answer: 'W'. This week: what
is running out. All three major open you'd better mean bus- singing
star babysat Pebbles?
parties participating. Cost is $5
iness ! Heller Bed
_—
(for Saturday lunch inter-
ested?) Call Tammy at 885- !!NO YELLOW SOCKS!! Stop Typing Services
2614. reading the personals and get
to work!....(Really??!!!WOW!!!) , ■- ...
IF YOU ARE DISTRESSED by NEED SOME TYPING DONE?
a possible pregnancy, Birth- jq 'DIFFFRENT' Room- Call Elizabethat 743-7986after
right offersfree pregnancy test mate Congratulations-you just
5 P m -. 576-4050 ext. 206 8:30-
and pregnancy test and prac- have to'convoke'at a different
5:00 P- m p/u and delivery if
tical help. Phone 579-3990. time. Love Judi. needed.
Ml
f| JiffifI#
■I jV
What is it?
H
ailsd uo jaMSuv
—— —— —MB—— ■ —i— ——M—MB—MM■
MB————I■—l—WtW—j
:
iedsclassifiedsclassifiedscl
Typing Services Typing Services Typing Services
SAME DAY WORD Processing. WORD PROCESSING, Typing
QUALIFIED TYPIST. Anything
(24-hour turn around if you Assignments, essays, reports,
typed from theses to resumes,
book ahead). Close (near theses, letters, resumes.
Feat-
IBM Selectric typewriter. Will
Seagram Stadium), Depend- uring automatic spell
check, edit and correct spelling. Will
able, $1.15 per double-spaced Dependable work, prompt
ser- PaPer - CaM Pamela at
page. Resumes $4 per page. vice. Reasonable rates.
Call 884-6913.
Draft copy always provided. anytime
748-0777.
"PROFESSIONAL TYPING"
Phone 885 1353.
TYPING: FAST ACCURATE t?eses
S
<rt?FaV
mc
rate°£'
TYPING, ESSAYS, WORK and reliable. Will pick up and
pen dable service $1 2r
Term reports, projects. Cater- deliver. Will correct spelling double spaced paqe call 886
ing to students. In a rush — call and grammar (English grad). 4347 (Sonia)
"
us. Phone 745-9551 $1 per double-spaced page.
■
Ca" Suzanne at 886-3857.
QUALITY TYPING and/orword
TYPING DONE OVER NIGHT. processing. Resume stored
IBM Selectric. Twenty years TYPING! Essays and resumes, indefinitely. Punctuation and
experience. Parkdale/Lake- Paper supplied. Reasonable spelling checked. Fast,
shore area. Call Anne — rates. Close to universities. Call accurate service. Delivery
885-4679. Donna at 888-6308. arranged. Call Diane576-1284.
upcomingupcomingupcoming
Thurs., Oct. 30
CAREER EXPLORATIONWork-
shop will be held from 1:00-
2:30 p.m. in P1005.
RESUME WRITING Workshop
will be held from 3:00 to 4:00
p.m. in Seminary 101.
WLU FACULTY OF MUSIC will
host the Central Ontario Band
Workshop, with Prof. Michael
Purves-Smith serving as clin-
ician for the event. For further
information and details re-
garding the final concert on
October 30th, please contact
Cathy Erskine at 884-1980,
extension 2631. No admission
charge. All welcome
HISTORICAL re-enactment at
WLU to celebrate the 75th
anniversary of the opening of
the Evangelical Lutheran Sem-
inary of Canada which, over
the years, grew into Waterloo
Lutheran Seminary and Wilfrid
Laurier University, and the
Seminary will hold re-enact-
ment of the 1911 opening
ceremoniesat 2 p.m. on the
lawn near the Seminary. No
admission charge.
Fit, Oct. 31
COME TO THE Hallowe'en-
Talent party, no skills re-
quired, just relax and have 'Big
Big Fun'. Theatre Auditorium
8 p.m.-12:30 a.m.
CP Rail Information Session
will be held from 10:00to 11:30
a.m. in the Paul Martin Centre.
Sat., Nov. 1
BOSTON TOURNAMENT to-
day and tomorrow in the Games
Room from 9a.m.-1 p.m. Finals
will be played Sunday. Come
out and watch some great pool
players compete for the WLU
champ ionship trophy.
Sun., Nov. 2
■v
■ if • . ' . .
• 'V. '/
FALL CONVOCATION cere-
monies of Wilfrid Laurier
University will be held at 2:15
p.m. atthe KitchenerMemorial
Auditorium. Honorary degree
recipients are former presi-
dents, Drs. VillaumeandPeters,
and formerSeminary dean, Dr.
Delton Glebe. Dr. Glebe will
give the convocation address.
Admission free. Everyone wel-
come.
Mon., Nov. 3
CAREER EXPLORATION Work-
shop will be held from 6:30 to
8:00 p.m. in P2027/29.
MAUREEN FORRESTER,
Laurier's chancellor, will dis-
cuss her book entitled 'Maureen
Forrester: Out of Character' at
12 noon in the Paul Martin
Centre at WLU. Admission is
free. Sandwiches and coffee
are provided. Everyone wel-
come.
CONTEMPORARY FILMscreen-
ing at WLU. The 1966 Antonioni
film entitled 'Blow up' will be
shown at 3 p.m. in Room 2E7 of
Laurier's Arts Building. Admis-
sion is free and everyone wel-
come.
Titos., Nov. 4
SYMPOSIUM '86. Dr. George
Kish, geographer, author, and
lecturer. "The Age of Dis-
covery: Its Impact Upon Old
World Attitudes". 7:30 p.m. in
Rm. 1E1. Reception to follow
in the Faculty Lounge.
ARTS AND SCIENCE stu-
dents: Attend a Career Ex-
ploration Workshop designed
to meet
your needs! P1005,
10:00-11:30a.m.
Tues., Nov. 4
RESUMES! COVER Letters!
U.C.P.A. application forms!
Learn how to write them
effectively ata Resume Writing
Workshop to be held from 6:00
to 7:00 p.m. in P1005.
Wed., Nov. 5
FREE ADMISSION. Assume it
is for the Economics Career
Fair. Assume it is to be held
November5 in 1E1 at 7:30 p.m.
Assume it is sponsored by the
Economics Association. As-
sume we'd like you to come.
ANTHROPOLOGY WINE and
Cheese Party at 7:30 in Faculty
Lounge. Members-free. Non-
members-$3
TRANSITION TO the Work-
place Seminar, presented by
Warner-Lambert, will be held
in the Paul Martin Centre from
10:00 to 11:30 a.m.
COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS will
hold an Information Session
from 1:00to5:00p.m.inP1017.
AUTOGRAPHING at the Book-
store from 12:30p.m. to 2 p.m.
by Dr. Doug McCready, author
of 'The Canadian Public Sec-
tor', and L.A. Cummings, aut-
hor of 'A Dozen Occurrences'.
Refreshments will be served
and admission is free.
Thur»., Nov. 6
MUSIC AT NOON will feature
The Anacrusis Ensemble of
Canada, featuring Mark Childs
and MariePeebles on theviola;
Jack Mendelsohn, Gisela
Depkat, and Micheal Peebles
on the cello; double bassist
Joel Quarrington; and key-
boardist Paul Gremwood in the
T.A. Admission is free.
: :
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WITCHES
The
bonfire blazes. The witches gather
for their Sabbat There's a full coven of
thirteen assembled around the fire. They
dance and chant in adoration of their
Master, his Satanic Majesty.
Fantasy! Pure fantasy. There is lit-
tle historic evidence that any such
rite ever took place.
In fact, this description of a
witches' Sabbat is purely the product
of the imagination of the Inquisition,
which raged across Europe in the
16th and 17th centuries. In the
Church's effort to root out heretics
they widened their focus decade after
decade until the conditions were ripe
for the Witch Craze. Eventually, the
definition of heretic included witches;
the definition of witch encompassed
ceremonial magicians, herbalists,
midwives, the few remaining pagans,
and anyone who did not conform to
the dominant religion. At the height
of the Witch Craze, a 'witch' could be
anyone you didn't like; and most of
the people who died in the Terror
were simply unpopular people in their
respective towns and villages.
It was horrifying to be accused of
being a witch, for the Inquisitional
courts were designed so that it was
easy to prove the accused was a
witch and very difficult for the
accused to prove that she was not.
The majority of people accused of
being witches were tortured into con-
fession. However, according to the
historic record there is no evidence
that diabolical witchcraft ever existed.
Far more substantial evidence exists
that the Witch Craze was nothing but
Christian fiction.
Regardless, there are witches
today. Do these people worship
Satan? No, they don't!
There is no link between the ficti-
tious diabolic witchcraft created by
the Christian Church and modern
witchcraft, or Wicca. Wicca is a reli-
gion that is part pagan survival but
mostly modern re-creation. In
Europe, especially Britain, there is
evidence of pagan survivals, though
the evidence is minimal and mostly
Christianized. Wicca would appear to
be in part a non-Christianized pagan
survival in which the gaps were filled
in and embellished by Gerald
Gardner, the founder of modern
witchcraft.
So what is Wicca? Wicca is a Neo-
pagan religion. It does not worship
Satan, in fact Wiccans consider
Satan to be a Christian creation and
therefore irrelevant. Wiccans con-
sider Satanists to be backwards
Christians. The primary deity of
Wicca is the Goddess, who is basi-
cally an Earth Mother nature god-
dess. Many Traditions (or sects) also
worship a God who is the Consort of
the Goddess; in one of his aspects
the God possesses deer antlers and
is part animal in his role as Lord of
the Hunt and Lord of Death. The
Goddess has three aspects linked to
the phases of the Moon — Maiden,
Mother, and Crone — corresponding
with the waxing, full and waning
phases. Wiccans believe in never-
ending cycles of birth, death, and
rebirth, just as the Moon's phases
and the seasons are continually in
cycle. Upon death, people travel to
the Summerland where they grow
young again and are eventually
reborn upon the Earth.
There are eight festivals in the
Wiccan religion: the Great festivals
which are October 31, February 1,
May 1, and August 1 and the Lesser
festivals which are the solistices and
equinoxes. These eight festivals com-
pose the Wheel of the Year. In addi-
tion to the Wheel of the Year, Wic-
cans celebrate the full moon.
Hallowe'en or Samhain is the new
year's eve for Wiccans, in correspon-
dence with the old Celtic calendar. It
is the time of year when the bound-
ries between this world and the next
are the thinnest and thus it is a time
to pay homage to the dead. As well,
Samhain is also a time when it is pos-
sible to connect with the next world.
But it is also a new year celebration.
Wiccan festivals are a rather
unsensational affair. Some Traditions
worship in the nude, some worship
robed. The rituals do not involve
orgies, but they do include dancing
and chanting, with a sacred meal of
cakes and wine afterwards. Aside of
the fact that some covens work in the
nude there is little shocking about the
Wiccan faith, except that Wiccans
are not Christian — but neither are
Jews, Muslims, Hindus, Sikhs and
Buddhists and very few people find
that shocking.
Morality and ethics are simply
defined in one law. If it harms no one,
do what you
will. All Wiccans strictly
adhere to this law, and anyone who
does not is not a witch.
My name is Windcrow, a practicing
witch of the Independent Tradition
and I am a student at WLU. I believe
that the Wiccan law is one of the best
and most sensible moral codes in
existence as it involves the positive
aspect rather than being a string of
thou shalt nots.
It is my hope that this article will
shed some light upon the Wiccan
faith. And on the eve of Samhain, I
wish brightest blessings upon all of
the Goddess' children.
Blessed be!
Windcrow!
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appointments for Grad Photo
Sessions. Bookearly to assure
yOUr Place in KeySt°ne-
™? i| C 0/01
/40-000 /
t24
hour banking
arrives Nov. 4 at
University Shops Plaza
160 University Ave. at
Phillip St.
Waterloo, Ont.
N2L 3E9
_
Banking has never been
so easy or so convenient.
where people make the difference !■■■■■■
ENTERTAINMENT
Pride celebrates U2 at Fed Hall
By Michael Wert
It's cold outside
It gets so hot in here
Boys and girls collide
To the music in their ears...
Last Friday night, Pride-a tribute
to U2, collided with a large and
responsive Fed Hall crowd and the
result was a celebration! And cele-
brate they did—both band and
audience, right from the opening
chords of Like A Song to the closing,
40.
But that wasn't it for the audience,
largely composed of die-hard U2
fans. They continued to sing "How
long must we sing their song" until
the band returned to strike up 40
again. And when the crowd was
satisfied with 40, they chanted for
Sunday Bloody Sunday for a second
time. With audience encour-
agement, lead singer Joe Falmieri
mimicked Bono's antiwar chant of
"No more, No war."
Behind the stage hung a banner
with a splattered "Pride" and the
castle from the Unforgettable Fire.
This resembled U2 in the early days
when Bono spray-painted "U2"on a
wall for a gig in Dublin's Dandelion
Green.
Vocalist Joe Palmieri was dressed
all in black and moved well around
the stage, standing atop the speakers
and reaching out into the audience.
Guitar player Kevin Cedore came
out for the second set sporting all
black complete with a black fedora.
So the band namedafter the song
"Pride in the Name of Love" came to
play a tribute to U2 andwith Cedore
wailing away on "Rejoice," it could
have been anyone up their singing
because everyone knew the words.
Pride's first set contained 11 songs
and they picked some good ones. A
guitar-powered NewYears Day was
followed by Party Girl and a Day
Without Me. Rain by the Cult was
followed by the spiritual Gloria and
Pride in the Name of Love. The set
was closed offwith a waltz versionof
Sunday Bloody Sunday.
The second set included Bad, 11
o'clock Tick Tock, and an excellent
version of A Sort of Homecoming.
With each song the band received
stronger audience approval and it
was obvious they felt at home. The
Electric Company was a bit muzzled
but Cedore made up for it with the
Clash's Should I Stay or Should I
Go. And like U2 at Amnesty, Pride
played a slowdown version of The
Beatles' Help.
Lead singer Joe Palmieri did a
good job in trying to match Bono's
powerful and far-reaching vocals.
While notas articulate as The Edge,
Cedore was impressive on guitars.
DrummerPaul Vandenenel kept the
beat and sang background vocals.
New bass player Mike Delvichio was
the weakest part of the band and at
one point played for about 20
seconds without his guitar plugged
in.
Pride did an excellent job in
bringing alive music that's meant to
be live. They fulfilled U2's purpose
which is to bridge audience and
band through music, to take their
music and make it everybody's.
Upcoming Events:
Images In Vogue, Friday Oct. 31st,
Fed Hall 8:00 p.m. Ticket prices;
Feds $6.50 and $7.50 others.
The Grapes of Wrath, Friday Oct.
7th, Fed Hall 8:00 p.m. Tickets:
Feds $3.50 & Others $4.50.
Billy Bragg, Sat. Nov. 29th. No ticket
prices available yet.
Pride — A tribute to U2 played at Fed Hall last Friday night. Captured here in a soulful moment, lead
singer Joe Palmieri performs for a mesmerized crowd. Cord photo by Mike Wert.
Big Country's Seer catches the sun
By Matt Johnston
What should you think of an
album that immediately urges the
listener to try to ignore "the lies in
the stories that were told?" Espe-
cially when the album is stuffed with
such stories?
Big Country's latest, The Seer,
offers no big change from their two
previous albums. It is a solid example
of the way their unique musical style
can be well-suited to their often
mythical themes.
The first song on The Seer, Look
Away, accomplishes as much as the
group could hope within the limita-
tions of a rather restrictive style.
Backed with the typically lush Big
Country sound, lead singer Stuart
Adamson sings of being bound, then
catching the sun.
Theaddition of Kate Bush on The
Seer adds a depth and calmness to
the song that perfectly complements
its mystical themes of 'the river' and
'bloodamong the corn.' Her voice is
mixed carefully into the background,
and breaks out alone only for some
soulful moaning after the refrain.
Stuart Adamson's vocals benefit
from the accompaniment; his voice
is frequently not as strong as the
guitars he battles.
The Teacher is a weaker song
than the two that open the album,
but it is overtaken by the simple
anthem I Walk the Hill. Eiledon is a
bit too confusing lyrically to sustain
a conventional Big Country melody.
Strong vocals from theentire band
make One Great Thing more than a
typical Big Country song. Adamson,
with drummer Mark Brzezicki and
fellow guitarist Bruce Watson, put
together a perfect Scottish tattoo
and close out with a heavy-metal
guitar grind and drum crash.
Hold the Heart, a love songabout
patience, stretches Adamson's vocal
ability, but not unsuccessfully. The
song illustrates that his voice isn't
forced to strain through overwhel-
ming guitars, he has quite an ade-
quate range.
The soundand theme of Remem-
Big Country
The Seer
Deadly Friend becomes its own worst enemy
By Martin Hollyer
After seeing Warner Brothers'
latest Deadly Friend, one wonders
how films that are this bad get made.
While there does seem to be a
market for horror films that are so
bad that they make people laugh
instead of making them scared, this
is still no excuse for simplistic plots
and acting styles. Oddly enough
though, people actually seem to be
attracted to the sheer stupidity of
films like Deadly Friend.
The story centres around a char-
acter played by Matthew Laborteaux
who, like his character on the short-
lived T.V. series Whiz Kids, is a
genius computer hack. Like so many
computer hackers of today he has a
cute, slightly sinister pet robot
named Bee Bee which he shows off
to his elder peers in University and
to his girlfriend Samantha (Kristy
Swanson).
But alas, our computer genius'
days of happiness are numbered.
First his robot is blown to smit-
hereens after attacking a mentally-
diseased neighbour. Then his girl-
friend is killed by herabusive father.
Grieved by the news of his girlfriend's
death, he revives her by implanting
Bee Bee's electronic brain into her
head. Then the dead girl, acting
upon orders from the evil computer
brain, proceeds to slaughter every-
one in the neighbourhood.
Matthew Laborteaux follows the
same strange acting methods he
learned playing Albert in the melo-
dramatic Little House On The
Prairie. To show grief, Laborteaux
puts on a goofy expression after
having applied a layer of imitation
sweat to his face.
However, his acting is sheer
genius in comparison to co-star
Swanson. She acts like a complete
zombie throughout theentire movie.
Then when the role actually calls for
her tobe a zombie, she just flaps her
arms around as she fries her father
in the basement incinerator or kicks
the head off her neighbour.
This movie is very predictable.
Even if this review hadn't just given
away most of theplot, anyone seeing
it could have figured out exactly
what would happen after the first
half hour. Unfortunately, Deadly
Friend is indeed its own worst]
enemy. i
Continued on page 13
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Public Reading
Ode To A Friend
Friendship,
It is a gift of oneself.
A gift that is never,
Put on a shelf.
It means caring and holding
One that is dear.
Protecting each other,
Against their great fear.
Picking them up,
After a fall.
Making them strong,
Making them tall.
Being a person,
Who cares to hear.
The others problems,
Both far and near.
Comforting and helping,
Giving them love.
Making them feel.
That they've seen the dove.
Giving and taking,
Growing as one.
A Friend will be sure,
That has been done.
Allan Lee
Soap Bubble Musings
I've found transcendence in
A
soap bubble,
That refuge of long summer days
When boredom ruled
my afternoons.
But now, all is changed.
Lost in a warm and fragile curve,
I see through translucent walls.
My world is rosy-pink,
Violet-blue — shifting through a spectrum
Of tangled dreams and forced realities.
Does reality tangle the dreams?
Or do dreams force reality
tlpon unwilling minds?
In this spherical dream,
I float, disembodied
Out of soul, out of
Time, and
Space, and
Reach;
Forgetting the boundaries of selfhood, I
Am anchored only to a thought,
An illusion
A vision of pure fantasy.
Tomorrow, perhaps,
I'll suffer
The dark thrust of disillusion,
and be caressed by confusion.
I may explode in the aridity.
Today.
Tonight,
I rest only in you
I live only in you
You are
...
as I am.
Andrea C. Cole
Be night and far from me
Be afraid, like a drinker with his drink
Or a tree heavily scarred with winter wounds
But be night and far from me
So I may lose nothing to time or change.
Because love is voyages, passing by like breath
and clouds
And I am here, plopped down by God to live on no
stones made of cream or fragile butterflies
Qoboloo Schmeck
STREETFAITH AT THE CORNERSHRINE
Brother Slinky
hears evening confession
on the pool room steps.
Stabbing at
a penitent's words
with his blissmint Kool,
he laughs, laughs
at the black mystery
majesty of it all,
tamping both
(when the glow dies)
in the dust.
The other's penance
is a borrowed Kool.
They turn,
ascend,
and acquire heaven.
J. David Black
Rose Petals, Grey Down
Soft on pebbled beach in darkness
Shadowed from the moon by reaching pines
Still reflective waters at my feet.
Chilled and misty fingers draw their lines
Cold and damp they reach across to meet
Choking vision from my eyes.
Slow in yielding to defeat
Silently how silently the cries
Soon lying in a darkness not its own.
Coming dawn a breath of life across the skies
Claiming life before the soul has
flown
Counting moments that will come no more
Pulsing life no one has ever known
Like the petals of a flower washed ashore.
Jim McKinnon
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brance Day are familiar from The
Crossing's Fields of Fire, while The
Red Fox resumes the mystery of
The Seer in a story about pursuit.
TheRed Fox also contains the best
line on the album: "I will tell none of
what I know/ Let hunterwalk where
need must go."
The Seer closes with The Sailor,
another tale of loss. The song starts
out subdued and accepting, but
builds into a rocking abandonment
of the plodding bagpipe guitar sound.
As a recovery from the so-called
"sophomore jinx" — Steeltown
proved Big Country wasn't quite
Scotland's U2 — The Seer works
quite well. It offers a sound that is
not so overwhelming and leaves
lyrics that are perhaps more intense
and varied.
Big Country has parlayed what
was essentially a gimmick — guitars
that mimic the sound of bagpipes —
intoa much more complex rendering
of their own past and that of their
nation.
63 Monroe new grand-daddiesofglam
By Tony Spencer
Remember way back in the early
Seventies? The pre-punk glory days
that saw the heyday of bands like
Alice Cooper, The Sweet, Garry
Glitter and those old bad-ass grand-
daddies of glam, The New York
Dolls? Do you remember?
Naahh, of course you don't be-
cause you and I never had the
pleasure of hanging aroundCGBG's
or Max's Kansas City and never
even heard of these bands until
much later when the classic roots of
punk were discovered. This rock
and roll genre has made somewhat
of a comeback in the Eighties with
groups like HanoiRocks and Motley
Crue cashing in on the image, but
offering a more tame, watered-down
version of the driving music that
characterized the era.
This is not the case with 63
Monroe, a glam-trash outfit from
London, Ont. whoplayed along with
October Crisis at Level 21 last
Thursday night. Any band that
opens with a song called Trash and
follows it with Milk and Alcohol has
got me sold from momentone. For
anyone who's grown tired of mono-
tonous, hardcore, and spandex-clad
metal sung by long-haired dorks
who sound like they've just been
castrated, these guys are a re-
freshing alternative.
Lead singer Steven R. Stunning
provided a "stunning" visual cen-
trepiece, dressed down in leather
and drag and singing in a belching
Johnny Thunder monotone that fit
perfectly well with the pounding
rhythms belted out by the band.
Along with a shitload of originals,
they covered such classics as
Motorhead's Ace of Spades and
Sweet's Ballroom Blitz. A blues
inspired song called Putnman (yeah
thecity) started out with: "I'm drivin'
down the 401, I got my licence to
drink and drive...". Granted, these
guys don't have the social con-
sciousness of U2, but neither did
Eddie Cochrane and Hank Williams.
Remember when rock and roll was
dangerous?
The headlining band October
Crisis (also from London) played
hardcore: uninspired, boring, drab
hardcore. This is not to say that
hardcore necessarily has to be this
way, but it seems that most hardcore
bands are just plain mediocre. I'm
sure that they are quite concerned
about the evil ways of the world and
that it's good to keep the voice of
protest alive. But if they want to be
heard by more than those who are
extremely dedicated to the hardcore
movement, they might try to spark a
little interest into the tired two-
chord change, 60-beats-a-minute
formula that is still practised by
most bands today.
Upcoming Level 21 shows:
Nov. 7th, UIC (garage, lunatic,
countryish trash, punk junk)
Nov. 21st, 54:40 (catch them while
they're cheap, these guys from
Vancouver are Canada's next big
thing.)
Nov. 28th, Shadowy Men From A
Shadowy Planet (way out Batman
tequila music) with Last Rites.
Chanting crowd getsFixxed
By Paul MacDonald
Under the watchful eye of Much
Music, the Fixx put together a
vibrant show last Thursday at Centre
in the Square.
With the direction of Erika Ehm,
the Much Music cheerleader turned
veejay, thecrowdof 700was warmed
up for the opening act, Double Dare.
A Toronto based band with a
polished sound, they provided a
forty-minute performance for the
responsive crowd. The highlight of
the set was their new AM single No
More Time.
The Fixx, touring in support of
their new album Walkabout, pro-
vided a solid evening of enter-
tainment.The album title, based on
the Aboriginal rite of manhood ,
seems to have rubbed off on lead
singer Cy Curnin. A former poet,
Cumin crept around stage like a
crazed bushman leading the au-
dience in various chants for the
benefit of the cameras.
Opening the one and a half hour
show with Last Train, the band
relied heavily on material from their
platinum Reach the Beach album.
Songs such as Saved by Zero and
One Thing Leads toAnothergot the
best responses of the show. None-
theless Cumin's consistently intel-
ligent lyrics are evident on
Walkabout. Returning to the stage
for two encores, the Fixx wrapped
up the show with Stand or Fall.
There were some weaknesses in
the performance however. Bassist
Danny K. Brown looked like a
mannequin with a safari suit on,
standing in the same spot for the
entire show. The band's reliance on
earlier material indicates some inde-
cision on present material. For the
most part their live performance
seems to electrify songs that sound
weak on vinyl - a characteristic that
doesn't sell records but does build a
reputation.
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Blood among the corn
Continued from page 11
Excalibur
Books
Good Stuff like Literature,
Canadian Fiction, etc...
29 YOUNG ST. E.
WATERLOO
746-4012
Tues - Sat
11 am - 5 pm
Free herbal tea
on Saturday
10% OFF
with
this ad
Expiry, Nov. 30/86
PARKDALE PLAZA
'
480 ALBERT ST., WATERLOO
(
E
h 7^
6" 9555
HmlSyHwiA HOURS: MON.TOFRI. 7am.-10pm
sat., SUN. & HOLIDAYS Bam.-7pm.
MAPLE HILLS PLAZA
•ai wo mm 355 ERB ST. W„ WATERLOO
TELEPHONE: 884-1340
(next toKentucky Fried Chicken)
HOURS: MON. TO FRI. 7:30am.-9pm.
SAT.. SUN. & HOLIDAYS Bam. -7Dm.
25% OFF DRYCLEANING I
| WITH STUDENT ID. |
itftilllii
OUR SPEED QUEEN
I COIN LAUNDRY
1 rifMACHINES HANDLE
MAXIMUM LOAD
SAVE VALUABLE TIME
......nAV a»/AH AO
I
C
DROP OFF YOUR LAUNDRY
SAM
A
a
We will WASH DRY FOLD (NO
EXTRA CHARGE)
Master of
Business
Ad ministration I
Queen's University at Kingston offers a modern,
discipline-based approach to the study of management in
the complex organizations of today and tomorrow. The
learning atmosphere in the School of Business is lively,
informal, intimate and flexible. Persons from almost all
academic programs will find MBA studies rewarding.
Financial assistance is available.
Representatives from the School of Business will be on
Campus and would be happy to meet with students of any
Faculty interested in the Queen's MBA Program.
DATE: Wednesday, November 5
TIME: 4:00 - 6:00 p.m.
PLACE: ROCr 334, HAPEY HALL
Hallowe'en
Fri., Oct. 31
Costumes Admitted
FREE!!!
orsl AOAdmission
Prizes for
iCostumes!
475 King St. N.
MOM 884-0220
—« . ■ ■ ■■ ■■■■ *
ROCK NOTES
Hard rock fans are in for a treat this Hallowe'en with
the releaseof the horror/comedy movie Trick or Treat
There hasn't been a rock and roll movie this enjoyable
since This Is Spinal Tap.
The movie features Ozzy Osbourne and Gene
Simmons of Kiss in cameo roles and Marc Price
(Skippy on Family Ties) as Eddie, a heavy metal fanatic
Tony Fields plays Eddie's rock idol Sammi Curr who is
brought back from the dead to raise hell, when Eddie
plays his album backwards.
The build-up to Sammi's rampage of terror is very
entertaining and most rockers will identify with the
preps vs. rockers confrontations, although the char-
acters and situations are quite stereotypical. But the
movie's intended audience gets what they want with
the movie's suppression of that menace to hard-rock
society, preps.
The humour continues throughout the movie, even
in a lot of the frightening scenes. This is no slice and
dice flick. In fact, the production and special effects are
very good.
The plot falters in the last part of the movie when it
starts to be like so many cheap horrors in which the
; villain can't be killed and so he keeps popping up
everywhere. Luckily, the humour carries the film past
this flaw.
Highlights are the featuredsongs by Fastway andthe
appearances (although all too brief) of Ozzy as an
anti-rock crusader and Gene Simmons as D J "The
Nuke".
Rockers should enjoy this movie although others
may consider it just another run-of-the-mill horror flick.
This movie is not mass-appealing, so catch it now
before it becomes the midnight showat the Roxy. Trick
or Treat is presently being shownat the Frederick Mall
Twin Cinema in Kitchener.
Rock News:
-Krokus will issue their first-ever live album Aliue and
Screamin' shortly.
-A new single by Kansas is now being played on
Canadian radioand the album, Power, should be outin
Canada soon.
-Zebra's third album, 3.5, should be released soon.
-Metal Church, opening for Metallica in Toronto, will
soon release their latest album The Dark on the Elektra
label.
-Ratt will make an appearance in the Eddie Murphy
movie The Golden Child. It is likely that Ratt will begin a
full American tour during mid-January, concentrating
on the arena circuit for four or five months.
-In a surprising twist of events, Tim Gaines has rejoined
Stryper replacing Matt Hurich whohad recently joined
the band following Gaines' departure earlier this
summer. A new album, To Hell With The Devil is due
out shortly.
-Inside The Electric Circus, WASP's latest album,
features Johnny Rod on bass, (formerly of King Kobra)
and band leader Blackie Lawless in his new position as
the band's rhythm guitarist. This album includes two
cover songs, Humble Pie's, I Don't Need No Doctor
and Uriah Heep's Easy Livin'.
-Bad Company's Fame and Fortune album was
released in Canada last week. The original lineup is
together except for Paul Rodgers who is still Jimmy
Page's bandmate. Brian Howe performs the vocal
chores on this album.
-Rick Derringer is co-writing songs with Paul Stanley
for the upcoming Kiss LP.
Entertainment Quiz
By Elsinore House
1. How old was Herman Munster's wife Lily?
2. What was the name of Cecil B. DeMille's ranch?
3. For which city was Jeannie's driver's licence valid?
4. Who is Richard Starkey better known as?
5. Who narrated the National Geographic specials?
6. What year was Bedtime for Bonzo made?
7. Who are the six members of Monty Python's Flying
Circus?
8. Before he went solo, whose band did Jimi Hendrix
play in?
9. In which two movies did Peter Sellers play triple
roles?
10. Who produced (and also appeared in) the Dick Van
Dyke Show?
Answers
1.137
2.Paradise
3.Mecca
4.RingoStarr
5.AlexanderScourby
6.1951
7.JohnCleese,GrahamChapman,TerryJones,Eric
Idle,TerryGilliam,MichaelPalin
8.LittleRichard's
9.TheMousethatRoaredandDr.Strangelove
10.CarlReiner
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SPORTS
Will host Windsor to open playoffs
Soccer Hawks sink to second
By Snow Starkey
The Laurier men's soccer Hawks
find themselves on the short end of
the stick after the concluding games
of the Ontario University Athletic
Association (OUAA) regular season.
Splitting matches with the Ryerson
Rams and McMaster Marauders last
week, the Hawks ended up tied for
first place but were awardedsecond
on account of a somewhat contro-
versial tie-breaking procedure.
LAURIER 2, RYERSON 0
The soccer Hawks travelled to
Toronto last Tuesday and came
home with a 2-0 decision over the
winless Ryerson Rams. Though the
Rams showed improvement over
the last meeting of the teams, a 9-1
Laurier shellacking, it was Laurier
who controlled the game from the
opening kickoff.
Laurier dominated possession of
the ball but "didn't have that killer
instinct around the net," commented
Coach Barry Lyon. Lyon gave credit
to the Ryerson defense for the low
score, the Rams keeping eight men
back, and clearing the ball downfield
at every opportunity.
The artificial turf at Lamport
Stadium caused the Hawks some
problems but their "magic" ball
control kept Ryerson in their defen-
sive half for most of the match. In
fact, it was the 19th minute of play
before the Rams had possession in
Laurier territory.
Roy Abrahamnotched his league-
leading 14th and 15th goals in the
victory. The win set up a Sunday
afternoon showdown for first place
betweenthe Hawks and the McMas-
ter Marauders.
MCMASTER2, LAURIER 1
A quirk in the OUAA soccer rules
left the Hawks in second place
following their 2-1 loss to the
Marauders in Hamilton on Sunday.
It was reported last week that
only a McMaster win oftwo or more
goals would relegate the Hawks to
the runner-up spot. This was based
on common sense, something that
has no relevance to the present
OUAA rule on breaking first-place
ties in the league.
Both Laurier and McMaster have
22 points. In head-to-head comp-
etition, each squad is 1-1. Both sides
have scored two goals and conceded
two.
With his wealth of soccer know-
ledge, Lyon says that thenext logical
step (the one he assumes applied) is
goal differential on the season. In
this case, the Hawks are +29, the
Marauders +14.
The rulebook, however, reverts
to play against the third-place team,
here, the Windsor Lancers. First
place was awarded to McMaster,
which beat the Lancers twice, and
second to Laurier, which recorded
one win and one loss against
Windsor.
Adding insult to injury, the Mac
game itself was a travesty. Coach
Lyon was frustrated at the handling
of the match by the Hamilton
referee. "For years now we've been
prepared to play 12 players every
time we travel to Mac, but this time
we really got cheated." Several
crucial calls late in the game, all in
favour of the home side, sealed the
Hawks' fate.
The first half was a tremendous
defensive struggle with neither team
penetrating the defense for good
scoring chances. The best Laurier
opportunity was a Kevin Kuppers
head from a free kick that went just
wide of the net.
Thematch remainedevenly played
until Laurier drew first blood in the
59th minute. Kevin Adams scored
his 7th goal of the season, tapping in
a Roy Abrahampass. The key to the
play was a delicate cross by Henry
Bout over the head of a Mac
defender to feed Abraham.
Mac came back to tie the score in
the 71st minute. An errant Kevin
Kuppers pass found the foot of
Mac's Blair Johnston, a Canadian
Youth Team member. Kuppers
recovered in time to get in front of
Johnston's shot. Hawk keeper Uwe
Kraemer had already come out to
Hawk winger Paul Smith gets hauled down by a Toronto Blues defender during exciting hockey
action at the Barn. Laurier went on to defeat Toronto 4-3. Story on page 17. Cord photo by Brenda
Grimes.
Football team hopes to avenge 30-15 loss
Hawks travel to Guelph for semi-finals
By Scoop Furlong
It was down to the wire... 'We need a win!'
the headlines read last week. Obviously the
football team thought the same thing; the
Golden Hawks came up with their best
effort
of the year in trouncing the York Yeomen
30-10 at Seagram Stadium.
The victory gave the
Hawks (4-3) a third place
finish while the loss eli-
minated the Yeomen (3-
4) from the playoffs.
Laurier travels to Guelph
on Saturday for the semi-
final game at 1 p.m.
against the second place
Gryphons (5-2). Arrange-
ments for fanbuses have
been made.
In Thursday's win the Hawks rode a sizzling
first half performance to victory. Though the
day belonged to Hawk quarterback Mike
Wilson, the entire offence played well. And
the defence did a superb job. Not only did
they hold York scoreless in the second half
but they forced two turnovers on York's first
two possesions in the first quarter.
Laurier took the opening kickoff and
marched 75 yards down the field in nine plays
to jump to an early 7-0 lead. A 37 yard run by
Wilson was the longest gain of the drive which
was capped by a two yard pitch to running
back Rob Clarke whoran untouched into the
endzone.
York moved the ball to the Laurier 38 yard
line before Hawk defensiveback Jeff Belanger
demolished York tight-end Pat DiCosmo
causing a fumble. Ron Klein recovered the
loose ball to end the Yeomen threat.
On York's next possession, Belanger again
came up big. Defensive back Jim Haslip
tipped Yeomenquarterback Adam Karlsson's
pass and Belanger came down with the
interception
Wilson immediately hit splitend Ken Evraire
for a 52 yard gain. York defensive back Sean
Foudy prevented Evraire from going all the
way with a diving ankle tackle.
Thestop went for naught, however, as four
plays later Wilson hit Evraire with a nine yard
touchdownstrike. Laurier led 14-0at the end
of the first quarter.
A 77 yard pass and run play from Karlsson
to running back Terry Douglas gave the
Yeomen a first downat the Hawk 25 yard line.
The defence stopped the drive and York
settled for a 19 yard fieldgoal.
Laurier came right back on their next
possession with a touchdown. Wilson hit Joe
Nastasiuk for a 51 yard touchdown pass
which demoralized the Yeomen. "Joey made
the biggest play," said Wilson. "It was
supposed to be anout pattern but he took off
straight down the sideline." Steve Rainey
made the conversion to give Laurier a 21-3
lead.
The Hawks sealed the game on the very
first play on their next possession. Wilson
threw a perfect pass to Evraire who high-
stepped away from Foudy's diving tackle
attempt and into the endzone for an 85 yard
touchdown.
Laurier widened their lead to 26 with a
single point on a missed 45 yard fieldgoal
attempt by Rainey with 1:15 remaining in the
half.
York closed the gap in the half's final
seconds as a pass tipped off of Hawk Rohan
Dove's hands and into DiComos' for a seven
yard touchdown pass.
The second half was a defensive struggle
with both teams seeming to wait for the
inevitableoutcome. Rod Fhilp replaced Wilson
early in the third quarter after Wilson cut his
hand while being sacked. The cut wasn't
serious but the competent Philp stayed in for
the rest of the game.
Other highlights of the second half were
interceptions by Haslip and Dove and some
effective running by Damond Jamieson.
Laurier closed out the scoring with a single
point on a 45 yard punt into the endzone by
Evraire.
Evraire had his best game of the season in
both punting and receiving. He consistently
kicked punts out of bounds deep in the York
zone, preventing any return from the dang-
erous York returners. Evraire also knocked
the league's leading punt returner Tom
Kapantrias out of the game with a solid hit in
the third quarter.
Another pleasant surprise was the addition
of Rob Kent. Kent, who transferred from
Waterloo, was excellent in returning punts
and may see some action at the wide receiver
spot this week. "Robbie does a (good) job"
said Evraire. "On that first punt return, he
stuck his headin there. I thought he was dead,
but he came up smiling and said 'it's nice to be
back'." Kent has practised all season but was
not eligible to play until Thursday's game.
Heading into Saturday's game the Hawks
injury situation is looking up. The only major
injuries are to Dave Kohler and Veron Stiliadis
who are both out for the season with knee
injuries.
The offensive line is in good shape. Kevin
Holliday has a severely sprained ankle but is
expected to play, andMike Choma and Dave
Graham have returned from the injury list.
On defense, cornerback lan Hoyte (knee)
will probably start as should Carl Zell (bruised
buttocks). Fullback Luc Gerritsen will also be
back in the lineup after missing Thursday's
game with a bruised lung.
Guelph has also suffered some injury
problems as they have six players out of the
line-up. Quarterback Randy Walters suffered
a slight shoulder separation in Guelph's 52-1
loss to Western on Saturday. He is listed as
probable.
Hawk Talk: Mike Wilson was named
Labatt's offensive player of the game while
defensive honours went to Jeff Belanger.
Wilson was also named OUAA athlete of the
week, passing 11 of 15 for 294 yards and three
touchdowns. He also had 56 yards rushing.
Wilson joins fellow quarterback Rod Philp as
the only two Laurier players to be named
OUAA athlete of the week thus far.
The Lettermen's Club has arranged for fan
buses for Saturday's game. Tickets cost$5.00
which includesadmission to the game. Tickets
are on sale in the Concourse.
In the other semi-final matchup McMaster
(4-3) travels toLondon to play the undefeated
Western Mustangs (7-0). Look for a repeat of
last year's Yates Cup matchup—Laurier at
Western.
Mike Wilson
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IMAGINE THE PERFECT
SUMMER JOB
MANAGEMENT POSITION
Presentation Wed. Nov. 5/86
1 -5 p.m.
Room PlOl7
Information & Applications
Mark: 746-4426
College Pro
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fish house' BIGGEST SELECTION
' 11 1 ' 1 " ' 1 OF FRESH FISH
AND SEAFOOD
Red Snapper Lobster
Monk (poor ma n's lobster) Oysters, Clams, Mussels
Shark Scallops
Sword Fish Shrimp
...a nd MANY OTHERS Crab Legs
STEAK, VEAL, CHICKEN, PASTA
FANTASTIC FRESH FISH & CHIPS
At HARPOON HARRY'S. OUR PRICES WONT
TAKE THE WIND OUT OF YOUR SAILS
CLIP & SAVE
HARPOON HARRY'S FISH HOUSE
$1.00 OFF
ON ANY FOOD PURCHASE
LIMIT ONE COUPON PER PERSON
■I
Columbia o> 884-0110 OFFER EXPIRES
UnivefSity
=" 405 King St. N., Waterloo November 15,1986
Before you head out
into the COLD of
winter... I
Adventure Guide for
• Gortex Shells & Sweaters
• Thinsulate Parkas, Hats, Mitts & Socks
• Goose Down Vests & Parkas
• Ail GUARANTEED Warm & Canadian Made
BEST OF ALL, EVERY TUESDAY, STUDENTS GET 10% OFF
REGULARLY PRICED ITEMS
f THE LEADERS IN QUALITY OUTDOOR
1/ EQUIPMENT AND CLOTHING.
258 KING ST., N., WATERLOO, ONTARIO N2J 2Y9 (519) 886-3121
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Hockey Hawks beat Blues, shut out Mac
By Jeff Madigan
TheWilfrid Laurier Golden Hawks
began their quest for the Ontario
University Athletic Association title
with an impressive 4-3 win over the
University of Toronto Varsity Blues.
The exciting gamewas played before
400 people at the Waterloo Arena
and ended a four year drought
against the U. of T. Blues.
The first period was a scoreless
affair as both teams concentrated
on defensewith very few rushes into
the offensive zone. The few good
chances that did occur belonged to
Laurier, but they could not solve the
problem of Toronto's netminder
Paul Fisher.
The line of Bob Dean, Peter Black,
and Doug Marsden seemed to be
the most effective for Laurier as
they kept the Blues bottled up in
their zone for much of the period.
The U. of T. Blues came out firing
in the second period and it paid off
as they scored at the 36 second
mark. The Blues worked a perfect
two on one,
which resulted in Jim
Byrne firing the puck past sprawling
Hawk goaltender Chris Luscombe.
The Blues continued to apply
pressure and had several good
scoring opportunities but Luscombe
was equal to the task.
Laurier tied the score at 8:53 of
the period on a goal by Paul Gehl,
which culminated a pretty three-
way passing play between Gehl,
Scott McCulloch and Joe Hrysko.
McCulloch drew the Toronto de-
fenseman over to the side before
slipping the puck to an unguarded
Gehl, who slammed it past Fisher.
The Laurier goal, however,
seemed to spur the Blues on and
they once again continued to apply
pressure. At 18:43 of the period,
Toronto regained the lead with a
goal by Tom Warden. Laurier was
caught with four skaters deep in the
Toronto zone and Warden, using
his teammate as a decoy, blasted
the puck past Luscombe.
The second period also featured
several skirmishes between the two
archrivals, but nothing serious
resulted from the pushing and
shoving.
The third period featured the
Hawks at their high-flying best.
Trailing 2-1 as they entered the final
frame, Laurier dominated play from
the opening whistle. "The whole
team came to the realization thatwe
had twenty minutes to dosomething.
We couldn't stand around like we
did in the first two periods," said
Hawk head coach Wayne Gowing.
At 4:03 of the third period, Joel
Curtis found the mark as he beat
Fisher through the legs to knot the
score. Thegoal was a result ofgreat
fore-checking by Curtis, Shaun
Reagan and Doug Marsden, with
the latter two tallying assists.
Laurier continued to dominate
and came close to scoring several
times. The deadlock almost ended
when defenseman Steve Handy
spotted Dave Aitchison behind the
Blues defensebut Aitchison couldn't
get a decent shot away.
Midway through the period,
Laurier's Marsdenwas given a cross-
checking penalty and Toronto was
quick to capitalize. At the 10:23
mark, Byrne got his second goal of
the game by backhanding the puck
past Luscombe from the slot.
Blues head coach Paul Titanic
then called for a stick measurment
of Curtis' stick. The stick was ruled
illegal and Laurier was penalized.
This only stalled the Hawks
momentarily, however, as they
effectively killed the penalty and
then proceeded to tie the score less
than 30 seconds later.
At the 13:17 mark Aitchison
received a beautiful "spin-a-round"
pass from Greg Fuhalski and beat
Fisher on the short side. Paul Smith
also drew an assist on the goal.
Laurier then scored the game
winner at 14:20 on a goal by
McCulloch, with an assist going to
Puhalski. McCulloch picked up a
loose puck in front of the Blues' net
and flipped it over a downedFisher.
With the Toronto goalie pulled in
favourof an extra attacker, Puhalski
missed an easy empty net goal with
25 seconds to play. The Blues came
right back and with two seconds on
the clock blasted a shot off of the
post. The buzzer sounded and the
Hawks collected the victory.
The third period saw the Hawks
outshoot Toronto 18-7.
Although unhappy with the refer-
eeing, Titanic gave Laurier full credit
for the victory. After the game, he
said, "Teams have to be ready to
play in this rink. Laurier plays in
spurts, as one minute they can look
bad and then all of a sudden they
explode."
As expected, Laurier coach
Wayne Gowing was very happy with
the triumph. Asked what he felt was
the turning point of the game, he
responded, "We can look back at a
couple of things. The double minor
penalty in the third period, which we
did a very good job of killing off, and
the stick measurement penalty that
we also killed off. This may have
given us a little motivation to carry
and might have had the opposite
effect on Toronto. They possibly
figured that here's our opportunity
to salt the
game away, but when it
didn't happen, they may have got a
little down." Coach Gowing was
also pleased with the character his
team showed in coming back during
the third period.
All in all, it was a big win over the
Blues. Not only did it break the four
year drought of one loss and five ties
but it also gave the Hawks an
important two points over a team
that is expected to contend for the
O.U.A.A. title.
Laurier 5 McMaster 0
(Staff-special) — The Wilfrid Laurier
men's hockey team picked up their
second win of the season on Sat-
urday, shutting out the McMaster
Marauders 5-0 in Hamilton.
The Hawks, as expected, dom-
inated the chippy affair. Three def-
encemen scored for the Hawks —
Eric Calder, Greg Sliz, and rookie
Brad Sparkes. Dave Aitchison and
Paul Smith rounded out the scoring.
The Hawks skated to a 3-0 first
period lead and then added two
more in the second period.
Goaltender Cris Luscombe, mak-
ing his second consecutive start,
earned the shutout.
The game was played in the
scummy Triple-Rinks complex. The
arena is a travesty to play in: poor
ice surface, holes in the boards and
even screws sticking out of the
boards. And the dressing rooms are
the worst; even the water stinks. It's
the kind of place you like to wear
your equipment toand from for fear
of picking up some demented kind
of disease.
The Hawks next action is Saturday
night at the Waterloo Arena when
they host the Royal Military College
Redmen at 7 p.m.
Rugby men end dismal season
By Christopher McGrail
The Laurier Rugby team closed
out their season this past Saturday
by tying the second place Brock
Badgers 3-3. In somewhat dramatic
fashionLaurier equalled the Badgers
late in the second half on a drop kick
by Neil Gratton.
The Hawks then had to hold off
the Badgers with a classic "goal line
stand". Craig Morrison's out-
standing individual effort on the wing
was spoiled by a 55 yard dash by
Steve Adam in the wrong direction.
"I almost fainted when I found out
what happened!" Adam said later.
The team finished with a dis-
appointing 1-5-1 record. Solace can
be taken, however, in the team's
prospects for next season. Coach
Muirheadhas a fine groupof rookies
at his disposal along with some
seasoned veterans.
The team is only losing seven
varsity players and though they will
be missed, the Hawks now seem to
have good depth at all positions.
Thanks go to Craig Morrison, Joe
Fote, Warren Reynolds, Art Cooper,
John Sheppard and Steve Adam for
their efforts, hopefully they will enjoy
themselves in the capacity of "Old
Boys".
Special thanks to Coach Peter
Muirhead for his timeand effortand
to the trainers Bonnie Hodgeson
and Laney Reid.
The rugby team tries again. The rugby Hawks finished off the
season with their second best effort of the year — a 3-3 tie.
Cord photo by Brenda Grimes.
Women's soccer season finished
By Chris Fischer
The Wilfrid Laurier Women's
soccer teamplayed their finest game
of the year against a powerful
Western team at Bechtel Park
October 21. Despite the effort, the
Lady Hawks lost 1-0 in a very evenly
played match.
After losing to Guelph October 18
and being eliminated from the play-
offs, the Lady Hawks were playing
for pride against Western. It is safe
to say that they played with all the
pride possible on this particular
Wednesday afternoon. It was most
definitely their best game of the
season.
The first half was exciting but
scoreless. In thesecond half Western
capitalized on a lucky break to score
the game's only goal. The Hawks
tried to clear the zone, but the ball
hit a Western player and bounced
back towards Laurier's net. West-
ern's Sandy Lubert found herself all
alone and quickly deposited the ball
into the net.
The Hawks tried desperately to
tie the score. Their best chance
came on a
Blair Fowlie kick. From
about thirty yards out, Fowlie blasted
a shot off the cross-bar. Unfort-
unately that was as close as Laurier
could get.
After the game Coach Horace
Braden had nothing but praise for
his team. "This was by far the best
game we played," said
Braden. But
the Lady Hawks' Edna Chu said it
best: "We played with a lot of heart."
WLU at Waterloo
The last game of the season for
the Wilfrid Laurier Women's soccer
team took place October 25 at the
Columbia Icefields. They endedtheir
season on a disappointing note,
losing to a weak Waterloo team 1-0.
There were a few good scoring
opportunities for both teams in the
first half. The Athenas came close
on a free kick just outside of the
Hawk 18 yard box. The ball \*/as
aimed for the top corner,but itwent
over the net.
Minutes later, the Hawks were
presented with a chance of their
own. The ball was passed back to
the Athena keeper, but she lost
control of it. The ever dangerous
Michelle Burlock was poised to take
advantage of the opportunity, but
the keeper regained control to end
the threat.
With five minutes left in the first
half, Waterloo broke the scoreless
tie. A player in front of the Hawk net
headed a well-centered corner kick
behind Hawks keeper, Michelle
Geysens.
Laurier almost tied the score
before the half ended as Lisa Fee
broke down the center field alone.
Her weak shot, however, was cov-
ered easily by the Athena keeper.
Both teams played uninspired
soccer in the second half. Laurier's
best chance came as a result of a
Karen Bayliss corner kick. It went
directly to Hawk striker Blair Fowlie.
She did not get a good shot away
and the Athena keeper made an
easy save.
Waterloo had countless opport-
unities to widen their lead this half.
On each occasion H&wk keeper
Geysens made key saves to keep
the game close.
Thewomen'ssoccer teamfinished
the season with a 2-7-1 record.
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Wanna have Fun!
■ Wanna Have a Change on ■
■ Tues., Wed., Thurs. I
We Have Live Entertainment
With Mike O'Brien (formerly of Dublin H
Corporation)
Featuring All Types of Music .a
I
<\9, _<e»
v I
I Lots of Fun Try It, It's a I
■ GREAT Change! I
I Sv^\
I Westmount Place, Waterloo (Erb & Westmount)
■ ■■HHHnBH
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This is
...
Yourescape from evil landlords or residence food!
Come to Waterloo Co-operative Residence Inc.
We offer you control over your own destiny!
©Weill
280 Philip St.
Waterloo, Ontrio
N2L 3X1
Phone: (519) 884-3670
Built, owned and operated by students!
I 1
EMM MTffi
4§ «■
Available at: Waterloo Town Square &
Market Square Kitchener (Lower Level ScottSt. Entrance)
1
Tickets $4.00 in advance
October 30, 1986
$5.00 at the door Come Jam to Hot
Available at Ruby's &
Calypso & Reggae^
Waterloo 1nn,475 King N.
*>y Barbados'
884-0220
Best Band
SSttCK
/ Faculty v
of Education
The Faculty of Education at Nipissing University College
is a limited enrolment program designed to prepare
students for the realities of the classroom. Our core
program, in addition to prescribed ministry compulsory
subjects includes art, music, physical education and
computers in the classroom. Our small class size of
approximately 35 students ensures personal attention
from professors.
Yes I would like to learn more about the one-year
second degreeprogram leading to a Bachelor
'—I of Education and Ontario Teacher's Certificate.
I would like information on the program options l
jLI? of "Education of Native Children", "Second
LanguageTeaching: French", or "Religious
I Education in the Roman Catholic Separate Schools". J
) (
Yes
I—| I would like to learn more about the Carl
I I Sanders Scholarships and the Teach North Awards.
Yes I would like more information on your 290 ha (720acre)
I I campus, nature trails, groomed cross-country
—
ski trails, lake and modern townhouse residences.
\ ￿
For more information write to the Registrar's Office at:
H3| Nipissing
University College
Affiliated with Laurentian University
Box 5002, North Bay, Ontario PlB BL7 (705)474-3450 1-800-461-1673
112
Name
Address
Postal Code
cut down the angle, and the shot
deflected off of Kuppers' foot and
into the mesh.
Following the goal, the Marauders
pressed hard for five minutes, but
couldn't find the net. Then in the
85th minute, the first of two quest-
ionablecalls resulted in the go-ahead
goal.
A Mac player sent a long ball
down the side of the field, to an
apparently offside teammate. The
linesman raised his flag for the
infraction, but play continued. The
McMaster forward raced for the ball
but was beaten to it by Kraemer.
The Hawk keeper crouched, but a
collision took place, and the Mar-
auders were awarded a penalty shot,
which they converted to take the 2-1
lead.
Hawk fullback Peter Gilfillen
approached the referee and "pol-
itely", according toLyon, asked the
referee to confer with the linesman
on the offside possibility. His request
falling upon deafears, Gilfillen once
again pleaded his case. The referee
stated that the goal counted, and a
reference to livestock excrement
was muttered. A red card was
issued, which put the stalwart def-
ender out of the game as well as the
next week's playoff game.
The Hawks were fired up after
that incident, and despite playing
with only ten players, they pressed
the Marauders intensely. In the dying
moments, Lyndon Hooper eluded
several Mac defenders and was
heading for the net when two Mac
players converged on him (read
'sandwiched'). Getting up to the
sound of the referee's whistle,
Hooper found that he had been
called for taking a dive, instead of a
Laurier free kick deep in Mac terr-
itory.
The Hawks' second-place finish
gives them home-field advantage for
this Saturday's quarter-final against
the third-place Windsor Lancers.
Game time is 1 p.m. at Bechtel
Park.
The Marauders will host the Guelph
Gryphons. Thewinners will join the
top two teams of the OUAA East at
McMaster next weekend for the
OUAA championship.
SOCCER SHORTS: The Brock
Badgers have been penalized 12
points for use of an ineligible player
...
The Hawks set a team record for
goals in one season with 41; the
previous high was 28
...
Labatt's
player-of-the-game vs. Ryerson was
Henry Bout
...
Hawks find silver
in WLU Gold Rush
By Brad Lyon
What hopes to be another suc-
cessful season for the Lady Hawk
Basketball Squad in the Ontario
Women's InterUniversity Athletic
Association (OWIAA) commenced
this past week with the opening of
the exhibition season. The week
was highlighted by the First Annual
Gold Rush Invitational tournament
held at Laurier on the weekend.
The tournamentpitted archrivals
Laurier and the Waterloo Athenas
with two visiting squads fromSeneca
College and Highland Park in
Detroit, Michigan.
The Lady Hawks exhibited their
prowess in their first game with a
sparkling victory over Seneca 96-43.
Scoring for the Hawks was sprinkled
amongincumbent players and some
promising rookies. Kris Peel, last
year's team MVP and Athlete of the
Year, led the team with 18 points,
while fellow returnee Ann Weber,
the team captain, chipped in with 16.
Rookies Kelly Lynch, a centre from
Sudbury, and Colleen Ryan, a six
foot centre from Sarnia, supple-
mented the output with 16 points
apiece.
The Hawks second game of the
tournament pitted them against the
hot Highland Park team from
Detroit. The Lady Hawks pulled out
another victory, although the game
was significantly closer than their
first match, 88-72. Kris Peel led a
powerful scoring attack with an early
season single player high of 27 points.
Colleen Ryan and Ann Weber again
contributed double figure point tot-
als, with 16 and 12 points respec-
tively.
While Laurier was picking up vic-
tories in the two preliminary games,
the Athenaswere also in the process
of defeating the visitors from Seneca
and Detroit, setting up a dreamfinal
match for the organizers between
the Hawks and the Athenas.
The Lady Hawks suffered their
only defeat of the tournament, 65-
53, in the final match to finish a
respectable second place. New-
comers were the high scorers for
the Hawks as Sue Little, a six foot
forward from Ingersoll, accumulated
12 points, while Colleen Ryan con-
tributed 11 points.
Two of the five tournament all
stars hailed from Laurier - Colleen
Ryan and Kris Peel - while the tour-
nament MVP was Karen McCulla
from the University of Waterloo.
The Lady Hawksexhibition season
actually started prior to this tour-
nament with games against McMas-
ter and York. On Tuesday October
22, the Lady Hawks travelled to
Hamilton to face their nemesis from
last season, the Marauders. The
Hawks came out on the short end of
the score losing a tough game62-51.
Kris Peel with 12 points and Kelly
Lynch with 10 points were high
scorers.
The first Laurier victory of the
young season came thenext night at
York, as the Lady Hawks squeezed
by the Yeomen, 52-51. High scoring
by Ann Weber and Colleen Ryan
with 12 points apiece played a major
role in eking out this hard fought and
well-deserved victory.
The Lady Hawks, under coach
Gary Jeffries and assistants Fred
Nichols andClarke Eady, are looking
for the playoff spot which just eluded
them last year after a controversial
game with McMaster to decide the
final standings.
Last season the team was 5-7 in
league play and 16-15 overall. Any-
thing less than that this season would
have to be considered a step back-
wards.
The Hawks are already in a hole
to start the season, as second year
guard Kim Fritzley will not be
available to the team until at least
Christmas due to a serious knee
injury she suffered last year.
Even with this setback, though,
the Hawks have a remarkable nuc-
leus of no less than seven returning
players to build on, and the new
players added to the squad this
season possess an unlimited wealth
of ability. The teamhas the potential
to become a powerhouse in the
OWIAA.
Regular season play commences
on Wednesday November 19 at
Guelph. The next home game for
the Lady Hawks is on November 4
when they host the Toronto Junior
Raiders at 8 p.m.
The women's basketball team is looking forward to their best season ever as their performance in the
Gold Rush Invitational on the weekend showed. Cord photo by Scott McDiarmid.
Sports Quiz
By Brad Lyon
EASY
1. What former Philadelphia Flyer defenceman had his career ended
prematurely by an eye injury, and then died shortly after of cancer?
2. Who was the first captain of the Washington Capitals?
3. Name the last TorontoMaple Leaf tobe named a first teamall-star
in the NHL.
4. Who hit the series winning home run in the 1981 NLCS between
Montreal and the Los Angeles Dodgers?
MEDIUM
p. When the Campbell Conference defeated
the Wales Conference
9-3 in the 1983All-Star game, whocoached the Campbell Conference?
6. Who was the umpire involved in the famous collision between
/Cincinnati's Ed Armbrister and Boston's Carlton Fisk in Game 6 of
the 1975 World Series?
7. Name the Liberal in the news lately who was Commissioner of the
CFL in 1967.
HARD
8. What street lies behind the Green Monster in Boston's Fenway
Park?
9. What is the James P. McCaffrey Trophy awarded for annually?
10. What yacht leads the Group B Defender Elimination trials at the
America's Cup in Australia?
ANSWERS 6. Larry Barnett
1. Barry Ashbee 7. Senator Keith Davey
2. Yvon Labre 8. Lansdowne Street
3. Borje Salming 9. Outstanding Defensive Player in
4. Rick Monday the Eastern Division of the CFL.
5. Roger Neilson 10. Kookeburra 111
Scoreboard
OUAA Football
Standings
Western
Guelph
LAURIER
McMaster
York
Windsor
Toronto
Waterloo
Results
LAURIER 30, York 10
McMaster 23, Toronto 20
Western 52, Guelph 1
Windsor 48, Waterloo 14
Upcoming Games
LAURIER at Guelph (Sat. Nov. 1)
OUAA Rugby-Tier II
Standings
Guelph
Brock
Carleton
RMC
Trent
LAURIER
OUAA Hockey
Standings
Windsor
LAURIER
Waterloo
McMaster
Laurentian
York
Toronto
Guelph
RMC
Ryerson
Brock
Results
LAURIER 4, Toronto 3
McMaster 6, Brock 3
Waterloo 6, Guelph 5
RMC 8, Laurentian 4
Windsor 2, York 2
LAURIER 5, McMaster 0
Laurentian 6, RMC 2
Waterloo 6, Brock 2
Windsor 5, Guelph 2
Upcoming Games
RMC at LAURIER {Sat Nov.l, 7:00 p.m.)
OWIAA Soccer-West
' . , ' V-' :
''
V, J; j
Standings
Western
McMaster
Guelph
Brock
LAURIER
Waterloo
OUAA Soccer-West
Oa !￿
Standings
LAURIER
McMaster
Windsor
Guelph
Western
Brock
Waterloo
Ryerson
Results
Windsor 7, Ryerson 0
McMaster 2, LAURIER 1
Waterloo X, Brock 1
Western 0, Guelph 0
LAURIER 2, Ryerson 0
Upcoming Games
Windsor at LAURIER (Sat, Nov. 1, Bechtel
Park)
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Controversial calls
Continued from page 15
GP W L T F A PTS
7 7 0 0267 50 14
7 5 2 0164166 10
7 4 3 0175162 8
7 4 3 0158117 8
7 3 4 0108132 6
7 3 4 0168196 6
7 2 5 0159196 4
7 0 7 0 80260 0
GPW L T F A PTS
7 6 0 1109 48 13
7 4 1 2 61 23 10
7 3 4 0 55 76 6
7 2 4 1 64 67 5
7 2 4 1 40 94 5
7 1 5 1 55 76 3
GPW L T F A PTS
4 2 1 1 22 14 5
2 2 0 0 9 3 4
2 2 0 0 12 7 4
4 2 2 0 12 15 4
4 2 2 0 20 25 4
2 1 0 1 14 4 3
2 1 1 0 8 6 2
3 1 2 0 9 12 2
4 1 3 0 15 19 2
2 1 1 0 7 15 2
3 0 3 0 6 14 0
GPWLTFA PTS
10 8 2 0 21 7 16
10 6 2 2 16 7 14
10 6 3 1 14 8 13
10 2 5 3 9 15 7
10 2 7 1 8 19 5
11 1 7 3 8 23 5
GP W L T F A PTS
14 10 2 2 41 12 22
14 9 1 4 23 9 22
14 7 4 3 30 11 17
14 5 4 5 21 13 15
14 5 5 4 17 15 14
14 4 5 5 12 25 13
14 1 8 5 10 18 7
14 0 12 2 7 58 2
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COMING EVENTS On-campus interviews are starting
Wednesday, Novembers TTIC IntCIViCW Rgddu Sfit Go'
WARNER-LAMBERT'S SPECIAL PRFSFNTATION
A lllL i VICVY. 11CUUV) VJU»
vymkinck MivIDCKI o rKtOtI l I IvJ
Purpose The Intervtew has been published materials 4To atve vou
the best candidate for the fob In
Transition to the Workplace defined as a mutual exchange of and the employeran opportunityto order to accomplish this,
10:00 -11:30 a.m., Paul Martin Centre 2KSS torZ?eZ
$tpreparettlemse^
event !n the job search process. The
employment.
InterviewPreparation Tolmpressan
Thursday, November 13 I
Pri
Tos^pphj^f^^tton Although the Interview may be a Y^shV ould° ab^
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h
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you to CXSSKSS}
PCS indicating your intent to write this exam The 9aln additional Information about
theirabilities/skills, experience,
to use It.
"Vana ability
exam will be held on the 13th 7-00 - 0-00 pm at
organization not available In Interests
and career goals make them
-Ho
£^
ou rela,e to °nd with other
Uof W, Engineering Lecture Bldg. EL 3518. GRADUATING SSSr™
Wednesday, November 19 'w^r£e^£s
ual stren9thsand
MUTUAL LIFE (Information Systems) INFORMATION TUTC \7C ADQ Your level of maturity and self
SESSION, 5:30 - 7:00 p.m., Paul Martin Centre. 1 1110 I 11/VIA:
communicate.
"cmnc ade voiid daccdodt ta tue eiitiide"
Employers are recruiting 1987 Graduates organization and your
SKIUS ARE YOUR PASSPORT TO THE FUTURE from aN disciplines now! SSSffiK; If™
ralM,
goals.
Have you thought about your future? Are you interested in learning more about Finally preparina for the Interview
what careers are open to you? Are you uncertain as to whether you have the ip YOI I ARF SFFKIND FMPI OVMFNT will give you the confidence you need
necessary skills.
OL.L,l\ll>Vj HI IrLU 11 llli 1
toanswer wWiauthority. Rememberlhat
Come participate in Canada CareerWeek happeningNovember2nd to Bth. The UPON HRADF lATION INOI IIRF TOHAV leadership Is a trait which employers
purpose of this week is to make you aware of the need to engage in active career
rwli VJi\r\L/U/ 1 IVJi 1 ll> I UUnI
are a|ways looking for Attendan
planning now. Attention will be focused on recognizing the creative, mechanical, \ '■p Interview Skills workshop soon for
personal, communications, leadership and interpersonal skills students developand /* 1 more information
their relevance in the employmentprocess.
Arrw CNTT ami-* r-a r»r-rn
'
Workshops and seminars will provide the vehicle through which this learning will r 1 /Vi\lL> INTERESTED IN
take place. Emphasiswill be put on discovering what skills you have, how you have I c„„
u
developedtheraandhowtheycanbeofvaluetoyouinobtainingemploymentand Lower noor, oiuueni oCrvICCS centre ADVERTISING OR
advancing within that organization.
Workshops in Career Exploration, Interview Skills, and Resume Writing and seminars MARKETING?
such as Warner-Lambert's Transition to the Workplace and Applying to Teacher's /-v m TVI « •T T . vr— .* ... * . .
College are some of the highlights of this week. See Schedule of Events, available in I §§ IfVI I IA/ A I I CneCK OUT Trie wantads and
PCS for times and dates. As well, stop by the Canada Career Week Booth in the L M. W ill X articles in "Marketing"
Concourse to find out more information on career opportunitiesand transferable skills.
HirinQ Of SDrinQ University QrQdUOteS thrOUQh (Canada's weekly
Only by recognizing the skills you have developed can you use them as your on-rnmn(i« rarruitinn ru-riir« nrimnrilv newspaper
of marketing
passport to the future Don't leave school without them canipus; recr ting occurs pr^arily
before
communications) Available
Marcn of your graduating year. jn p^s.
ARTS & SCIENCESTUDENTS: PCS SCHFDIJLFS ———
Watch for your ARTS & SCIENCE /\VAII ABI F I ON-CAMPUS RECRUITING L MITINCREASED
CAREERNEWSappearingnext week! M In the past, studentsparticipating in on-campusrecruiting have
Containing: Schedules of employers recruiting ■ p©en restricted to submitting a maximum of 25 applications to
-Upcoming events for Arts & ??
r
f'am|::)US .?r Permane H organizations recruiting at Laurier. This limit has been increased
Science Students summer positions are published ■ to 40, effective immediately, to provide opportunities for students
-Creative job search ideas regularly fromSeptemberuntil April u to meet with potential employers.
-Summer & part-time job
Deadlines for applying to various ■
information organizations in PCS commenced
-Internship News as early as September 30th this year. HH HE FMPI rtVgf> IMBftl>MATI/Mtl I IMC
-"Wherehave theLauriergraduates As well, schedules of events listing
EIVIfLVTEK lIXrwKIVIAI lUN LINE
gone?" all upcoming workshops and IB
of graduate survey °
t the beainninqofeach
A computer data base called VIEW has been developed by Placement
Pick
yours up in the Concourse or month. Drop by PCS and pick up
an? c?rfe<
Services to enable students to obtain a computerized list of
in PCS your copies potential employers by industry type and geographical location. The
' organizations listed in the data base have not indicated theavailabliity of
an immediate job opening, but represent organizations which students
may wish to contact regarding potential employment,
dll mmpr Although the number of organizations is by no means exhaustive, VIEW
_ »—>,p—ir~\ fl/""! r*7M UIIIIII
"
will serve as a starting point for many students in their job search. Further
»jj | V f/CT ill/ • -m information on most of these organizations can then be researched in
\ iXj i 1 ULj i/\k Placement and Career Services.'
f*7y \ J Ip Q |tl|j lIIIKWUUWIWi.. Students have access to the data base from any computerterminal on
1 campus.
Don't worry, you don'tneed to be a computer wizard to use VIEW.
\ j 1 • Drop by PCS to pick up a copy of the instructions.
\ II (I I I IWI There have been some staffchanges In
1 J /
MJI Vr ill 11 C' PCS and two new staff members have ;
112 recenttythedep>artment in the lob posting
/j and referral area. Donna Woloshyn, a WUU
Laurier graduate and former CIIMUED l/^DC
/ /JBmrY mm telemaXetlng program coordinator In I AMI SCHOOL FORUM OUIVIIVIEK JWW
I
/
SUMMER JOB DEADLIN ES ARE ON LY A Development and AlumniAffairs will be VT™ Get the head start on that summer
,
I AIA/AVllll
co-ordinating this area. She will devote Thinking about low school? job for 1987! College Pro is currently
V
V^/\LL/\VY/\Y.... much of hertlmetoassisting alumni who Consider the upcoming WLU Law recruiting achievement-oriented
X
~ are presenting School Forum. You'll get to: talk undergraduates to fill summer
/ S\ Mis* STARTING NOVEMBER 17, 1986 CALL:
( / kMf£r§ 884-1970 EXT. 2608 BETWEEN Bflo A.M. asN
s
aTTosSa^,.owiuaium aS w«,.
&BHmIK-. -7-30 PM.MONDAY-FRIDAYFORSUMMER will be focusing attention on part- produced program that receipt of in No^mb^r
r nPADIIKIP lIPHATP
time and summer job opportunities for aadresses how to get into law 28/86) Representatives from College
U»t/\ULIINC urUAIC students and she wll also be assisting school, including information on Pro will be on campus on Wednesday,
wtththe Arts & Science Career
aw Admission Test and Novembers, 1986 from 1:00 - 5:00 p.m.
MOW K THF TIMP TO PDPPADP POD
Advising Program. Nancy has been
what to look for in today's law
in room PlOl7 to discuss these summer
N 15 I t lI t T PREPARE r R worklna In the Registrars Office and Is a
rni«th« 1 OftA Wl 11
employmentopportunities. Be sure
to
YOUR SUMMER JOB SEARCH. CHECK
former?tudent Career Advisor. t missit e'l9B<S LU dro^b
v
y,
..
1- i^ ..
- .. .. .
Law School Foruml Nov. 25, 4:00 -
THE SCHEDULEOF SUMMER JOBSEARCH 7:00 p.m. pi 003
WORKSHOPS IN PCS. ~T "7: T~T~
■ Want a summer —————— PCS u your
• Job Postings
iob as a
one stop for:* Career Planning
CANADA CAREER WEEK Nov. 2-8 Student Placement
• Career Information
"SKILLS ARE YOUR PASSPORT TO Officer?
THE FUTURE" pSSSSSin
hev SUBMIT TEACHER APPUCATION FORMS NOW!
public relations, personnel,program Application forms used by all Faculties of Education in Ontario
are
.
,
planning, sales and administration. availabieinPiacementandCareerServices.Representativesfromthese
mis year s theme promotes career planning and recognizes And, the pay's great! Karen FacultiesofEducation suggest submitting yourform as earlyas possible,
the creative, mechanical, personal, leadership and McCargar, who spent two years as When applying to theFaculties of Education you may select only
three
communication skills students develop and need in obtaining a supervisor of the Kitchener universities. Calendars fromeach Faculty of Educationare also available
employment.' Events happening this week are: Canada Employment Centre for for reference in PCS. Also check the"ProfessionalSchool
Factsheets tor
Nov 3 Career Exploration Workshop 6 30-8 00 P2027/29
Students will give an informative further information on admissions criteria. A special workshop
wIH be
Nov 4 Career Exploration Workshop 16:00-11:30 PlOO5 sessioni
>l
?.. h
.
oWio compele held to Teacher's College", November 6th, 1 to
2:30 p.m. in
PlOO5.
(for Arts & Science Students) Nov 4 Resume Writing jofrSnq win 1be
P
Student
"
,
Workshop 6:00-7:00 PlOO5
Placement Officers from last p—
——————*
Nov 5 Transition to the Workplace 10:00-11:30 PMC
summer. Come andhear insidetips __ .
,_
.
_ . . „rr
- nnrnrtrnTiAM
(presented by Warner-Lambert) Nov 5 College Pro on how to apply and how to TEACHING AS A CAREER PRESENTATION
Painters 400-5:00 PlOl7 (information session) interviewfor these positions.
Nov 6 Resume Writing Workshop 10:00-11:30 L233 (for
Arts & Science Students) Nov 6 Applying to Teacher's J^!dc?OJ^ovemb?o^5
-,
College 1:00-2:30 PlOO5
1:0° to 2:o°P m in P3067 Here to discuss various aspects of the teaching
In addition, stop by the Canada Career Week Booth in the profession will be:
concourse to find out more information on careers and -Teachers
transferable skills.
-Principal
_
-School Board Representative
Tuesday, November 11
Ii 1130 -IKX) p.m., Paul Martin Centre
